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**Device Effect Study**

The device effect study was conducted to ensure that NAPLAN can be equitably administered on across all devices that meet the minimum technical requirements.

The report reveals that:

- NAPLAN online is capable of being taken on a range of devices (laptops and tablets), without device effects across content domains, item types and year levels
- the key factor influencing students’ interaction with online items and tests is their familiarity with the device that they are using to complete the tests
- an external keyboard is not necessary for successful interaction with online items when students are responding to tests on tablets, although external keyboards for tablets might be useful for students who are familiar with the combined use of an external keyboard and a tablet.

There were some limited device effects, which were small, not pervasive, and centred on specific item types and features. It is anticipated that as student familiarity with devices improves between now and NAPLAN going online, these minor issues will be addressed.

Results from the device effect study informed the minimum technical specifications, which are available on the ACARA NAP website.

The study was conducted in two phases: a literature review and a field trial. Reports or extracts from reports from two contractors have been provided in this document:

Laurie Laughlin Davis, Ph.D., *Device Effects in Online Assessment: A Literature Review for ACARA*, September 2015.
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Overview

The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) is responsible for the development of the National Assessment Program in Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) in Reading, Writing, Language Conventions and Numeracy. NAPLAN tests will be delivered online beginning in 2017 with all students online by 2019. Beginning in 2012, ACARA began conducting the NAPLAN online development studies to evaluate the feasibility of delivering NAPLAN tests online. ACARA has additionally developed a comprehensive research agenda which includes an evaluation of factors that might influence the comparability of student scores across digital devices. The main purpose of the 2015 device effect study is to investigate the magnitude of measurement invariance when NAPLAN is delivered across devices and to identify whether there are variances specific to domains. The study will include a range of devices in approximately 36 primary and 36 secondary schools across Australia. In addition to quantitative item performance data, systematic observation and structured interview methods will be used to collect qualitative data on the interaction and engagement of students with online tests delivered on different devices.

The purpose of this literature review is to aid ACARA in understanding the impact of testing device (especially laptops and tablets) on performance of items and students in online assessments. A further purpose of the literature review is to guide and support development of the protocols for the systematic observations and structured interviews.

Mode and Device Effects in Educational Assessment

Administration of educational assessments via digital platforms such as computers or tablets is highly desirable to allow for a richer assessment of the construct of interest than can be achieved through traditional paper based administrations. Additionally, online assessment is increasingly more aligned with the method of instruction students are receiving in classrooms. According to survey results from a 2011 report by Simba Information (Raugust, 2011), 75% of educators said students in their school districts use device technology (including tablets, smart phones, eReaders, and even MP3 players) for educational purposes in school. The report lists increased student engagement as the primary driver for incorporation of device technology and, based on observations from early school pilots, suggests that using device technology may result in higher rates of homework completion and even increased test scores. Many school systems are experimenting with Bring Your Own Device (BYOD; Johnson, 2012; Ballagas, Rohs, Sheridan, & Borchers, 2004) initiatives or rerouting technology budgets to low cost device purchases to capitalize on these perceived positive effects as well as the potential cost savings. Consistent with this increased classroom presence, the number of instructional programs and educational “apps” for devices has also continued to grow (Ash, 2013; Glader, 2013; Rosin, 2013; van Mantgem, 2008).

However, a transition to digital assessment is not without challenges. The need to offer both computerized and paper-and-pencil versions of the same measures has been especially persistent in large-scale K-12 testing because of unevenness in available technology at the local school level (Bennett, 2003; Way & McClarty, 2012). Comparing scores and intended inferences across modes of administration has been shown to be challenging and is becoming even more complex as new technology-enhanced items (TEIs) are introduced into online versions of tests (but not the corresponding paper versions), and as laptops and tablets become alternate input devices for
assessment delivery. The need for researching score comparability when an assessment is delivered via both paper and computer is addressed by a number of professional bodies such as the American Psychological Association and is also covered in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Measurement (APA, 1986; AERA, APA, NCME, 2014, Standards 9.7 & 9.9). Score comparability research over the last quarter century has largely focused on differences between paper-based and computer-delivered assessment assessments (see for example: Winter, 2010; Kingston, 2009; Texas Education Agency, 2008; Wang, Jiao, Young, Brooks, & Olson, 2008; Wang 2004; Wang, Jiao, Young, Brooks, & Olson, 2007; Meade & Drasgow, 1993), while less research has mined the wider implications of Randy Bennett’s definition of comparability as “the commonality of score meaning across testing conditions including delivery modes, computer platforms, and scoring presentation” (Bennett, 2003). However, with a shift towards online testing coinciding with the proliferation of devices appearing in the classroom, the sub-genre of “device” comparability is of increasing interest to assessment developers.

As the pace of technological change increases, a host of issues threaten the standardization of test administration conditions, and therefore, the comparability of test scores from those administrations. On the one hand, technology enables us to measure things in ways we have not been able to previously and may, in fact, improve measurement accuracy and validity in some cases. On the other hand, the realities of updating school technology infrastructures to keep up with changing technologies almost guarantees that there will be a perpetual state of technological differences across students, schools, and states. While it is not always clear how this device diversity should best be managed, Kolen (1999) categorizes the potential sources of mode (and, by extension, device) effect into four broad categories: test questions, test scoring, testing conditions and examinee groups. Each of these requires consideration when designing research studies to look at mode and device comparability.

**Key Definitions**

As we move from a general look at comparability to the specifics of comparability across devices, it is worth pausing to provide some definitions. **Device** in the broadest sense encapsulates a range of technology hardware used to access digital content and can include a wide array of input mechanisms, output mechanisms, shapes and sizes. Examples of digital devices include iPods (which access audio content), eReaders (which primarily access text content), smart phones, tablets, laptop computers, and even desktop computers.

As a digital device, a **tablet** is usually larger than a smart phone but differs from a laptop or desktop computer in that it has a flat touch-screen and is operable without peripherals like a mouse or keyboard. In regards to size, most tablets weigh 1 to 2 pounds and are designed to be handheld, used in a flat position, placed in a docking station, or held upright by a foldable case. A tablet has no singular correct position, which is reinforced by re-orientation of the on-screen image to portrait or landscape based on the position of the device. Although the most typical tablet screen size of 10 inches was popularized by Apple’s iPad, smaller screen sizes of 5, 7, or 8 inches are gaining in popularity. For instance, the 7-inch Samsung Galaxy Tab, with about half of the surface area of a 10-inch device, resembles the size of a paperback book. Apple has also recently introduced the iPad mini which is a smaller (8-inch) version of the full size iPad.

The boundaries between tablets and computers sometimes blur with quick-start computers and with hybrids and convertible computers, which combine touch-screens with keyboards that can be
removed, swiveled, or tucked away. In another instance of blurring boundaries, some e-readers are becoming increasingly indistinguishable from tablets in their use of mobile operating systems, similar size and shape, color touch-screen, long battery life, wi-fi connectivity, and support of downloadable “apps.” However, e-reader screens, unlike tablet LCD screens, are optimized for reading even under bright light conditions, while tablets tend to be designed with more memory and storage space for supporting multiple media forms and a wider range of applications. Additionally, smart phones are becoming larger and more similar to small tablets reflecting what a new blended category called a “phablet.”

The degree of comparability that might be expected of scores from different devices may depend to a large extent on the differences in device form factor (i.e., size, style and shape as well as the layout and position of major functional components) and how students interact with the devices themselves (Way, Davis, Keng, & Strain-Seymour, in press). For example, as supported by previous research with students taking the Graduate Records Exam (GRE; Powers & Potenza, 1996), comparability between desktops and laptops can be expected to be relatively high because the form factors of the devices are fairly similar. Both desktops and laptops have physical keyboards (though they may vary in size and key positioning and spacing) which are positioned horizontally on a flat surface relative to a screen or monitor which is positioned vertically (though they may vary in size and flexibility in the degree of vertical placement). Similarly, both are used with a mouse as the pointer input for selection (though they may vary in terms of whether the mouse pointer is controlled through an external mouse or a touch pad). Conversely, comparability between desktops and smart phones can be expected to be lower as the form factors of the devices are relatively dissimilar. Unlike a desktop, a smart phone typically has an onscreen keyboard which is overlaid on top of the small screen (typically 4-5 inches) when opened, expects touch input for selection, and may be flexibly used in a variety of hand-held positions and distances for viewing relative to the face. Thinking through how the form factor of a device influences how information is viewed and accessed by the student as well as how the student provides a response to a question is the logical first step in any evaluation of cross device comparability.

Assessment Conditions by Device Type

Most assessment programs have adopted a set of hardware and software specifications for use in delivering online assessment. For computers, this might include the minimum processor speed, amount of RAM memory, monitor size, etc. For tablets, this might additionally include minimum screen size requirements, external keyboard requirements, operating systems, etc. These specifications are often developed to support the optimal delivery of the online test, but should also account for conditions likely to promote comparability of students’ experience during testing. For example, in US the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) and Smarter Balanced assessments programs require tablets to have a minimum screen size of 9.5” and use an external keyboard (PARCC, 2013; SBAC, 2013). These requirements allow a range of different tablets and operating systems to be used but hold them all to the same expectations relative to size and text input which allows a greater degree of standardization in the test administration. The US based National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has taken this degree of standardization a step further. NAEP has announced plans to begin digital delivery of assessments within its program in 2017 will use a standard set of tablets that are provided to schools for use during the NAEP
administration. In this way, NAEP explicitly controls for the device on which students test (McCullough, 2015).

**Touch-Screen Specific Features**

Touch-screen devices allow for certain interactions and experiences not available with computers. For example, pinch-and-zoom magnification, screen rotation (landscape to portrait), and autocorrect or auto-complete are all features common to tablets and smart phones, but not frequently seen with computers. While not an inherent property of the touch interface, the purpose of these features is to offer alternative interactions to compensate for certain limitations of the device size and input mechanisms. The challenge for comparability occurs either when the features advantage or disadvantage users of the touch devices or when the features violate the measurement construct (Way, Davis, Keng & Strain-Seymour, in press).

**Screen Orientation**

Screen rotation from landscape to portrait is typically considered a positive attribute for tablet and smart phone applications. However, in considering issues of device comparability between tablets and computers in assessment settings, the differences inherent in how test content is displayed and viewed in a portrait versus a landscape orientation may create challenges (Way, Davis, Keng & Strain-Seymour, in press). Computer monitors are typically (though not always) landscape orientation. Test content which is designed for computer delivery may not translate well to a portrait orientation on a tablet (see Figure 1) as scrolling might be introduced and long horizontal elements (like rulers or number lines) may not scale well. For this reason, testing programs may be better served by disabling screen rotation when presenting test items on tablets.

In a study of elementary school students (grades 4-6) and middle/high school students (grades 8-11), Davis (2013) explored student preferences around device orientation when viewing assessment content by structuring research conditions where students were handed the tablets by study facilitators either in portrait orientation or in landscape orientation without specific instruction of what orientation should be used. All students who were handed the tablet in landscape orientation kept that orientation during their testing. Of students who were handed the tablet in portrait orientation, only one student rotated it to landscape orientation (though a second student rotated the tablet 180 degrees and kept it in portrait). If prompted at the end of the session, students acknowledged that they knew they could rotate the tablet, but did not feel the need to do so. This suggests that students were able to comfortably read the questions and the passages even in the narrower portrait orientation. While the use of portrait orientation of the tablet did not seem to adversely affect students in this study, neither did it seem to add value to the test taking experience. Some students could conceive of using the portrait orientation for something like an eReader, but would expect different behaviors in portrait mode to support this (like full screen capability for the reading passage). Additionally, students within this study (and previous studies) generally did not attempt to change the screen orientation from the way in which the tablet was handed to them, suggesting that this is not a highly valued interaction by students.
Pinch and Zoom

Students can use pinch-and-zoom magnification within a touch environment to enlarge portions of the screen and examine content in more detail. This might be viewed as a positive attribute in terms of overcoming the smaller screen size of tablets and smart phones and may be especially valuable for improving the readability of portions of text. However, it should be recognized that when a student zooms in, he or she is no longer able to view the item content in its entirety and may have to zoom back out to view information necessary to correctly answer the item. Additionally, while enlargement text may allow for better readability of the portion of the reading selection students are viewing, it may create other challenges for reading recall as it is more difficult for a student to retain their awareness of where information is “on the page” and to use other types of visual landmarks when zooming in and out (Way, Davis, Keng, & Strain-Seymour, in press).

Davis (2013) found that the use of pinch and zoom was mixed across students. Most students knew they could pinch and zoom, might experiment with this on one question, and would immediately attempt this action if prompted for a way to make the text bigger. However, only a handful of students used pinch and zoom with any regularity during their test sessions. Most students were able to adequately view the test content without need for magnification. Additionally, those students who did desire magnification were familiar enough with tablets to attempt a pinch and zoom gesture. It remains unclear, however, to what degree this magnification benefits students since in the process of enlarging part of the screen content, they lose visibility of other parts of the content. Thus it is clear that this gesture does not directly act as an offset for the smaller screen size of tablets relative to larger desktop computer monitors.
The Finger as a Pointer

Within studies of input devices such as touch-screens, comparisons are made between the benefits of the immediacy of direct input, where moving on-screen objects resembles moving objects in the physical world, and those of mechanical intermediaries, such as the indirect input of a mouse. While speed, intuitiveness, and appropriateness for novices are benefits of direct input, mechanical intermediaries often extend human capability in some way (Hinckley & Wigdor, 2011). Similarly, tablets’ touch input is immediate and direct, while mouse input aids accuracy and allows one small movement to equate to movement of the cursor across a much larger screen distance.

Touch inputs are associated with high speed but reduced precision; they are typically faster than mouse inputs for targets that are larger than 3.2 mm, but the minimum target sizes for touch accuracy are between 10.5 and 26 mm, much larger than mouse targets, which tend to be more limited by human sight than by cursor accuracy (Vogel & Baudisch, 2007; Hall, Cunningham Roache, & Cox, 1988; Sears & Shneiderman, 1991; Meyer, Cohen & Nilsen, 1994; Forlines, Wigdor, Shen, & Balakrishnan, 2007). Touch-screen input accuracy may suffer from spurious touches from holding the device and from occlusion when the finger blocks some part of the graphical interface (Holz & Baudisch, 2010).

A mouse-controlled cursor can be moved without triggering an active selection state; cursor movement is differentiable from dragging. The cursor shows the user the precise location of the contact location before the user commits to an action via a mouse click (Buxton 1990; Sutherland 1964). A touch-screen, on the other hand, does not have these two distinct motion-sensing states; pointing and selecting, moving and dragging, are merged. No “hover” or “roll-over” states as distinct from selection states can exist on a touch-screen, which removes a commonly used avenue of user feedback within graphic user interfaces. Similarly, without a cursor, touch-screen interfaces cannot have cursor icons, which can be used to indicate state or how an object can be acted upon (See Figure 2; Tilbrook 1976). For these reasons, it is important to consider touch-screens when designing user interfaces and item interactions especially when test content will be delivered across multiple device platforms.

Figure 2. Cursor icon on computer (left) showing the highlighter tool selected is absent on tablet (right)

Use of Onscreen vs. External Keyboards

With regard to keyboard functioning, it is important to draw attention to the difference between an onscreen keyboard (sometimes also called a virtual keyboard or soft keyboard) available with touch screen devices and an external keyboard (sometimes also called a physical keyboard) which may be used with either touch or non-touch devices. The onscreen keyboard is a piece of
software native to the device which may be launched by the user or launched automatically within certain applications. This allows the user to provide text input to the device without the need for a separate peripheral. By contrast an external keyboard is a physical peripheral that must be connected to the device either by wire or wirelessly to support text entry.

**Onscreen keyboards**

The onscreen keyboard differs from a traditional physical keyboard in a number of ways. Perhaps most importantly, the virtual keyboard allows two states relative to hand positioning (fingers are off the keys; fingers are depressing a key) compared to the three states possible with a physical keyboard (fingers are off the keys; fingers are resting on the keys; fingers are depressing a key) (Findlater & Wobbrock, 2012). This lack of a resting state with an onscreen keyboard creates challenges for the use of conventional keyboarding techniques where students are taught to rest their fingers on home row. The compact size of an onscreen keyboard also means that students are working in a more constrained space when reaching fingers to select keys. Both of these issues result in significantly slower typing speeds when using an onscreen keyboard (Pisacreta, 2013).

Additionally, onscreen keyboards typically have multiple screens with alpha characters displayed on one screen and numeric and symbolic characters displayed on one or more alternate screens. Students must know how to navigate between these screens and where to find the specific character for which they are looking (Davis & Strain-Seymour, 2013b). Because of this, students can make typing mistakes when using the onscreen keyboard that they would not normally make when using a physical keyboard such as selecting a comma instead of an apostrophe (Lopez & Wolf, 2013). Similarly, the onscreen keyboard is hidden when not in use which requires students to know how to open and close the keyboard when needed. When open, the onscreen keyboard takes up a significant amount of screen real estate and often pushes content off the screen requiring the student to scroll up to locate or reference information not in view (see Figure 3).

![Figure 3. The onscreen keyboard takes up screen real estate and may cause scrolling](image)

Several observational studies suggest that students tend to write less under these circumstances than they would with an external keyboard (Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay, 2013; Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013). However, Davis, Orr, Kong, and Lin (2015) did not find differences in either the length or quality of student writing when using an onscreen versus an external keyboard in a study conducted with 5\textsuperscript{th} grade and high school students (grades 10 and 11). Additionally, it should be noted that many students (especially younger ones who have not yet perfected keyboarding skills) expressed that they preferred the onscreen keyboard and some even
theorized that it might be faster for them than an external keyboard (Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay, 2013).

**Accommodations for Text Entry**

Touch-screen device manufacturers have taken steps to enhance the usability of the onscreen keyboard with features such as haptic feedback (the key vibrates to let the student know it has been selected) or a magnified image of the key which is highlighted when the key is pressed. In fact, students report that they like these and other features of the onscreen keyboard. For example, some students report that they like that, when activated, the caps lock key on the virtual keyboard turns all the letters from lower case into capital which makes the state of the caps lock function very clear (Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013).

With an onscreen keyboard, different configurations of keys are possible though the use of application settings. For example, split keyboards break the standard QWERTY keyboard interface into two sections which appear split between the lower left and lower right portions of the screen. This may facilitate text entry through more of a thumb-style texting process. Additionally, many touch screen devices allow for a gliding or dragging motion across keys (see for example www.swype.com) combined with predictive algorithms as a style for text entry. Findlater & Wobbrock (2012) discuss an adaptive onscreen keyboard which learns a users keystroke motions over time and adapts the key placement to best suit their finger length and reach.

Additional features such as autocorrect and autocomplete complement an array of keyboard configuration options. Autocorrect is similar to a spell check feature which is usually present in most word processing software packages on computer. With autocorrect enabled misspelled words on a touch-screen device may be automatically corrected without the student having to make the correction themselves. This could provide both advantages and disadvantages relative to student performance—especially if spelling is part of the construct being measured (Way, Davis, Keng, & Strain-Seymour, in press). Autocorrect could provide an advantage to touch-screen users by enabling them to spell poorly and rely on the tool to correct their mistakes. However, the autocorrect functionality may misinterpret the word the student is trying to type and correct to a different word altogether. Autocomplete goes a step beyond autocorrect and applies predictive algorithms to complete or suggest words to students based upon the first few letters typed. Given the limitations previously discussed with onscreen keyboards, this feature has some attraction relative to leveling the playing field with external keyboards. However, this feature may go too far in providing assistance to students with word choice within their academic writing (Way, Davis, Keng, & Strain-Seymour, in press). Alternatively, it may disadvantage students because it encourages them to pick words from a list without regard to their appropriateness in context.

**External Keyboards**

External keyboards for tablets can roughly be classified into four categories—stand-alone keyboards, keyboard shells, folio case style keyboards, and clamshell keyboards (see Figure 4; Frakes, 2013). Stand-alone keyboards are completely separate from the tablet, but generally provide an experience most similar to a full size keyboard (full size keys, more space between keys, etc.). However, they require the addition of a stand to use tablet in vertical or propped up orientation relative to the keyboard. With a keyboard shell, the keyboard is contained within a hard case that covers the tablet screen when not in use, but can also be used as a stand for the tablet. The keys are smaller than a full size keyboard and spacing tends to be more cramped than with a full size
keyboard. For a folio case style keyboard, the keyboard is integrated into a soft folio style case for the tablet which can be folded to prop up the tablet when keyboard is in use. The keys are smaller than a full size keyboard and spacing tends to be more cramped than with a full size keyboard. Finally, with a clamshell keyboard, the keyboard attaches to the tablet through a hinge or locking mechanism at the rear of the tablet and functions more like a laptop. The keys are of higher quality, but spacing still tends to be more cramped than with a full size keyboard.

![External keyboards for tablets](image)

*Figure 4. Different types of external keyboards for tablets. Folio case, upper right; Clamshell, upper left, keyboard shell, lower right, stand-alone keyboard, lower right*

External keyboards are not necessarily the magic solution to the challenges of device comparability (Davis & Strain-Seymour, 2013b). Because of the variability in external keyboards, simply requiring their use with a tablet for assessment purposes may be insufficient to produce the intended degree of standardization across devices. Additionally, the use of an external keyboard more or less dictates the position in which a student will work with the tablet—either propped up on a case or in a stand. Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) reported that some students appeared to find it difficult to switch between using the external keyboard to type and using their finger to select text and place the cursor. One student characterized this drawback as “everything not being in one place.” Lastly, use of the student’s finger to place the cursor in the proper spot for editing text provides additional challenges as students may have trouble getting the cursor to the right spot.

An additional consideration with requiring the use of external keyboards for assessment is whether the students work with those keyboards regularly during other academic activities. If they do not and external keyboards are only brought out on testing day, this might introduce construct irrelevant variance into test scores. In fact, many schools do not purchase external keyboards or stands with tablets and might not have such equipment available. Recall as well that younger students—those who have not yet learned keyboarding skills and who might best reflect what Prensky (2001) termed “digital natives” might actually be more facile in entering text without the external keyboard.
The relationship of keyboards to score comparability did not originate with advent of onscreen keyboards. Some early research (Powers and Potenza, 1996) in device comparability considered differences between laptop and desktop keyboards. This study did find differences in student writing performance which they believed to be due to the different sizes and layouts of the device keyboards. Similarly, Sandene, Horkay, Bennett, Allen, Braswell, Kaplan, and Oranje (2005) reported findings from the 2002 NAEP online writing study in which there was some evidence that students testing on laptop computers had lower writing performance than students writing on desktop computers. However, this finding was not consistently observed across essay prompts or studies within the NAEP research. Additionally, the NAEP online writing studies found that online writing performance (on any device) seemed to be related to computer familiarity. As we consider keyboard options with tablets it is important to note, however, that nearly a decade after this research there seems to be little attention given to this issue as users’ facility with the laptop keyboards as well as the design of the keyboards themselves has improved.

### Use of Tools

Within an online testing environment, a variety of digital tools may be available for students’ use. In general, these digital tools are intended to approximate functionality that students have when taking a test in the physical world such as marking with a pencil or using a calculator. Marking and note-taking tools (e.g. highlighter, pencil, etc.) might be used to chunk information within an item as part of a test-taking strategy or might be used as an approximation for hand-written calculations. Other tools are content specific for mathematics or science such as calculators, rulers, or protractors.

In designing tools for use within an online testing program, it is important to consider usability of the tools across all devices that students will use to access the test (Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay, 2013; Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013; Yu, Lorié, & Sewall, 2014). This means considering how students will use either the mouse or their fingers to interact with each tool. For example, if a student is intended to use a mouse to precisely move and rotate a ruler into position, a student testing on a tablet should be able to move and rotate the tool with that same level of precision using only their finger. In a study with students from grades 4, 8, and high school, Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom (2013) found that, in general, students working with tablets were able to use tools with ease, and a few even indicated that it was easier because it was more “direct” or because you did not need to use the mouse. However, when students tried to use the marking tools to highlight single words, circle a significant word or number, or underline a phrase, several students tried a couple of times to position the mark correctly with a couple acknowledging that the mark was not made exactly where intended but “close enough.”

Additionally, consideration should be given to making sure that tools are well managed with regard to screen real estate and do not obscure testing content that might need to be referenced as they are used. For example, students should be able to position the calculator on their screen such that it does not overlap with the information in the item they need to reference to make their calculations. Consideration must also be given as to whether and how tool marks (highlights, pencil notations, etc.) are associated with an item. For example, if a student navigates to another item and back to the original item, will the original tool marks be stored and displayed? How will this be handled if a set of items is associated with a passage? Will tool marks be allowed within a passage and will they be available across all items within the passage set? Finally, how might tool marks be displayed if students are allowed to use pinch and zoom or screen rotation capabilities of a touch-screen device?
Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) also suggest the need to clearly differentiate for students between marks that indicate an item response and tool marks that do not. Some students in their study assumed that they needed to use the dot tool to indicate their response to a hot spot item by placing a dot on the selected response. However, since marking tools (like the dot tool) are intended to support a student’s thought processes but are never scored, this was a problematic issue. Similarly, they found with graphing items some students did not realize that they could simply touch the graph to plot a point. Instead they attempted to use the dot tool or line tool to interact with the item. This issue can be avoided by not offering marking tools on items where the tool mark might be confused with the actual response mechanism. Alternatively, students might be prompted that they have not responded to an item either when navigating away from the item or prior to submitting their test.

Research by Subject Area

While the formal psychometric study of device effects across computers and tablets is still nascent, there seems to be a general trend toward non-statistically significant and/or non-practically significant effects at the total score level. For example, in a study of device comparability for the PARCC assessments for students in grades 4, 8, and 10, Keng, Davis, McBride, & Glaze (2015) concluded that “most differences between the tablet and computer conditions were small in magnitude and nonsignificant based on the statistical criteria used in the study.” This is consistent with conclusions from Olsen (2014) which stated that “there is strong evidence that STAR Reading Enterprise and STAR Math Enterprise were measuring the same attribute regardless of device type.” This is also consistent with research from Davis, Orr, Kong, & Lin (2015) which compared computers and tablets (with and without external keyboards) for assessment of written composition and found “no significant performance differences observed in student writing across study conditions.” Additionally, in a study of reading, mathematics, and science assessment with students in grade 11, Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) found that “there were no observable performance differences in student test scores across device for any of the three content areas.” Taken together, these studies suggest that while there may be specific instances where user interface or item type might create barriers for student in engaging with assessment content from a particular device, that assessment developers can generally expect a high degree of comparability across computers and tablets. This section delves more specifically into user interface and results for key subject areas.

Reading

Displaying Items and Passages

Reading/Literacy is an important but complex area for consideration when assessing across devices as students interact not only with the items themselves, but also with reading passages. Screen real estate must be balanced between the item itself which may involve one of many different response formats (see section on item types below) and passages (which often contain information that students will need to reference in selecting or creating their response to the item). With regard to digital presentation of reading passages, two primary options have gained popularity for use with assessment programs. Passages might appear first on a screen by themselves with the items following on successive screens. In this interface option the passage may appear in a reference panel or window that can be brought up by students as they review the items but is otherwise hidden from view when students are reviewing items. Alternatively, the passage might appear side-by-side with
items where as students navigate from one item to the next the passage side of the screen stays the same, but a new item is displayed.

In an investigation of reading interfaces for computer and tablet, Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that some younger students’ had tendency to re-read the entirety or a large portion of a passage when it appeared multiple times paired with each item. The researchers suggested that one possible solution would be to use a passage introduction screen and to switch the side of the screen that the passage appears on. In this case, the passage would first appear without potential distraction from the item being in view on the same screen. The passage would then also appear on the right as students navigated through the items. The introductory text could also include an additional instruction: “Questions about this passage may appear with the passage repeated next to the question for easy reference.” With the item on the left on subsequent screens, the student would most likely start by reading the question rather than feeling compelled to read the passage again.

Reading interface design becomes even more complex when the test design may ask students to read and synthesize information across multiple reading passages when responding to items. This type of “paired passage” further exacerbates the impact of limited screen real estate available for tablets. One solution is to use tabbed display of passages so that students can toggle back and forth between passages by selecting a tab at the top or bottom of the screen. The solution appears to work well for both tablets and computers so long as the tabs themselves are sufficiently large for students to select with their fingers.

Managing Scrolling with Lengthy Passages

Depending on the length of the passage students are asked to read, scrolling might result. Scrolling is the digital equivalent of turning a page in that students need to “scroll up and down” (or sometimes scroll left and right) to see the full text of the passage. This metaphor turning the page actually suggests one interface solution for addressing this called the “paging” interface. In this design, text is pre-sectioned into different pages with clear page breaks between them and students using a navigation style button to move from one page to the next. By contrast, in a “scrolling” interface students more fluidly scroll through text as a continuous stream without pre-determined page breaks. Scrolling is managed either through scroll bars using the mouse or finger or, in the case of a touch screen device, may be accomplished by direct manipulation of the passage with the finger. Prior research has suggested the benefit of a paging interface over a scrolling interface for supporting the relocating of content using visual memory (Higgins, Russell, & Hoffman, 2005; Pommerich, 2004). The visual memory support of a paging interface may come from the fixed position of text on screen (a given sentence always appears in the same position on screen) and/or from the position of a given sentence in relation to the top or bottom of a page (e.g., a sentence appears just before the end of the page).

Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) evaluated a hybrid interface where students in tablet and computer conditions could either scroll or use paging buttons to move through the text (see example in Figure 5). Within this design, the contents of a single page remained constant; the same text, the same column width, and roughly the same line breaks characterize a page, even on a larger monitor where 1.5 pages, for instance, might be visible at a time. In this study, students universally recognized when passages had more text than could be seen on the screen at once. Most students could cite the presence of the scrollbar as the indicator for additional content and of the current position within the overall passage. When the passage was presented using an interface that both paged and scrolled, students used the scrolling more frequently than the paging. Paging provided an alternative when a
student struggled with scrolling (tablet and computer) or tried to scroll but accidentally highlighted or extracted text within text highlighting and text extraction items (tablet only). When an attempted scroll led to an inadvertent response within a text highlighting item, most students seemed to be aware that they had accidentally changed their answer.

![Figure 5. Example of a hybrid paging-scrolling interface for reading passages](image)

The only action that was harder on the computer than on the tablet was scrolling a passage, if accomplished by grabbing the small scrollbar. Computer users who, instead of trying to grab the small scrollbar, used the scroll wheel on the mouse to scroll the passage, had no such difficulty and, of all user types, were able to scroll the passage with the greatest ease and most precision. Tablet users — who only had one way to scroll the passage — were in the middle of the difficulty spectrum. Most students on the tablet knew to swipe, with only a few initially trying to swipe in the wrong direction.

A few students used the paging and scrolling for different purposes. Some students were adept at using the scroll wheel on the mouse to scroll the passage a line at a time, thereby keeping their eyes in roughly the same position. (The same behavior did not occur as frequently or as seamlessly on the tablet where the scrolling action is not as easy to control down to the precision of a single line.) Others adjusted the scroll position to show a complete section of a passage at a time, positioning the bold heading at the top (something that is not possible in an interface that only pages). A few students who otherwise tended to scroll used the paging functionality when trying to move very quickly to an early or late part of the passage to re-read a portion.

**Research Study Results for Device Effect**

Despite all the consideration given to optimizing the design of a reading passage interface for assessment, there is minimal evidence for strong or consistent device effects between tablets and computers for reading assessments within quantitative studies of device comparability. Olsen (2014) reports statistically significant but very small effect sizes for reading which varied in direction across grade levels for students in grades 1-11 (tablet favored in half the cases and computer favored in the other half). Olsen recommends against making an adjustment to scoring based upon device. Keng,
Davis, McBride, & Glaze (2015) report statistically significant differences in favor of computer for an integrated reading-writing assessment of English language arts for 4th grade students, but attributed this to lack of student familiarity with innovative assessment tasks as well as methodological challenges with creating a matched sample.

Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) report no significant differences between tablet and computer conditions for reading. However, they note that despite the lack of statistically significant differences in student performance for reading, there is some evidence to suggest that reading may be an area where students prefer to work with tablets. Specifically, they observe that the scrolling interface used to present the reading passages in their study provided for a very natural gesture with the finger on the touch-screen device whereas the use of the mouse as an intermediary device to scroll the passage on the computer may be somewhat more cumbersome. Additionally as tablets and eReaders become more and more common, students may find interacting with text on a touch-screen device a very familiar activity.

**Mathematics/Numeracy**

Assessment of mathematics/numeracy in a digital environment allows for a broader range of item interactions than can be included in a paper-based environment. However, the fidelity of these interactions to actual math processes used in the classroom can create challenges if students have to learn the interface just to take the assessment and do not work with those types of digital interfaces regularly in instruction. For example, an article in Education Week (Heitin, 2014) raised the issue of student familiarity with solving open ended math problems through a digital interface, in general, and suggests that the tools and interfaces available for students to create their responses are artificial and do not match the largely still paper based way students work through math problems in the classroom. Math assessments also tend to make greater use of tools than do reading assessments with many tools that are construct relevant or required to solve problems (e.g. calculators, rulers, protractors, etc.). The design of these tools is as important as the design of the user interface for the items themselves. As previously discussed, the tools need to be usable for students interacting with them either via mouse or finger.

While these issues arguably apply across multiple device contexts, they might be exacerbated in situations where students’ use of devices for certain interactions may be limited. Unlike reading, where students have the potential for many applications of tablets outside the classroom (for reading e-mails, magazines, eBooks, etc.) it is unlikely that many students would use tablets for math related interactions unless they were instructed to do so as part of their academic programs. This sentiment is echoed in conclusions reached by Keng, Davis, McBride, & Glaze (2015) where they suggest that the small effects observed for 4th grade students in mathematics could reflect a lack of familiarity and comfort with entering responses to mathematics tasks on tablets. Olsen (2014) also found practically small but statistically significant results at several grade spans encompassing grades 1-11 favoring the computer. While he noted that the effect sizes were not large (double the size of reading effect sizes, but still “small” or “very small”) and score adjustments were not warranted he also suggested continued monitoring of score differences during operational implementation. Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015), however, found no evidence of statistically significant device effects for mathematics.

**Writing**

Assessment of written expression is integrally entwined with the method of text entry for tablets. Selection of keyboard and allowance for different settings and features can be expected to
drive outcomes as much as the structure of the writing tasks and interfaces. Additionally, as classroom instruction in writing becomes more integrated with technology these technologies may fundamentally alter the construct being assessed. Way, Davis, & Strain-Seymour (2008) reported that the cognitive processes students use when writing depends to a large extent on what tools they are using to write. When handwriting compositions, students typically make use of “pre-writing” skills such as drafting and outlining; however, when students have word processing tools available they use fewer pre-writing skills and instead opt to write and revise on the fly using the convenient revision tools within the word processing software. Touch-screen specific tools such as autocorrect and autocomplete could arguably once again change the way students engage cognitively with the writing task. In fact, technology such as speech-to-text enables text entry without the need to “write” at all. Written composition as a method of communicating ideas for an audience could become obsolete or at a minimum become relegated to a tool for revision of an initial spoken draft. While these types of technology driven changes may never come to pass, this underscores the importance for assessment programs of defining the construct of writing relative to the use of technology supports and the alignment of those technology supports with what is used in the classroom.

Pisacreta (2013) conducted a small scale usability study in which students ages 11-13 were asked to complete two typing tasks on a tablet—one using an onscreen keyboard and one using an external keyboard. In addition they were asked to complete a small set of items that required revision and text editing with either the onscreen keyboard or the external keyboard. They found that typing paragraphs using the on the onscreen keyboard was slower and less accurate for most students. They also found that students had difficulty highlighting, copying or pasting text on the tablet (actions that did not require the use of a keyboard). Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom (2013) found similar results in another small scale usability study, but noted a difference in preference and facility for the onscreen keyboard for younger students and those students who had not yet had formal keyboarding training.

Davis, Orr, Kong, & Lin (2015) conducted the first large scale study of writing assessment with a sample 5th grade and high school students. Each student was provided with either a laptop, a tablet, or a tablet with an external keyboard and asked to respond to a grade level appropriate essay prompt. Results indicated no difference in the essay score or surface level essay features across study conditions. In many ways this is counter to the expectations that most adults might have given their own experiences in using onscreen keyboards. What is even more surprising is that these findings seem to hold across both grade levels studied. The Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, and Elbom (2013) research would have suggested that older students who had more training and experience with keyboarding skills might have been expected to struggle more with the onscreen keyboard than younger students who had not yet developed this facility. While the survey responses of the high school students did indicate a definite preference for a physical keyboard, this preference did not translate into a performance difference across conditions. In addition, while high school students’ perceptions of the virtual keyboard were not as strongly positive as their perceptions of the physical keyboards, neither were they completely negative as 71% of high school students reported finding the onscreen keyboard somewhat or very easy to use.

Science

Device effects in science have been less studied than other subject areas. Davis, Kong, & Orr (2015) conducted one of the only studies to have psychometrically evaluated science assessment content when delivered on computer and tablets. They found no evidence for statistically significant differences between tablets and computers. Yu, Lorié, & Sewall (2014) evaluated both biology and
algebra items with high school students through a cognitive lab and found stronger associations with item type than they did with content area for measures of student certainty and frustration. Science holds one of the greatest potentials across all subject areas for leveraging technology to enhance measurement. It will be important to continue to monitor device effects in this area as new item types such as simulations are introduced into assessment.

**Research by Item Type**

**Multiple Choice Items**

Research on device comparability for multiple choice items shows them to be very robust to use on different devices with little to no observations of device effect (Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay, 2013; Olsen, 2014; Davis, Kong, & McBride, 2015). Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay (2013) noted some need for students to adapt their approach from a paper to a digital display of a multiple-choice item as some students did experience slight precision issues when using their finger on a touch-screen display if they tried to precisely select within the answer option “bubble.” They did not realize that touching anywhere on the text of the response option would select the answer and, as a result, they had slight difficulty pinpointing the “bubble” to make their selection. Because the roll-over effect of the cursor switching to a pointing finger (indicating that a wider area could be selected) did not appear on the tablet, students did not benefit from this additional information. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) also found that few students (either those who tested on tablet or computer) recognized that you can select an answer choice by clicking anywhere on that choice. However, these issues are easily addressed through practice with tutorials and do not appear to cause much frustration for students.

It should be noted that the multiple choice response format itself can vary with the response options being either simple text (more typical) or complex interactions which include art, graphs, charts, etc. With these more complex interactions attention should be paid to the visibility and clarity of the response options themselves. Large images which introduce scrolling or make it difficult to view the item stem at the same time as the response options may add difficulty for students when using devices with smaller screen sizes (such as tablets).

**Multiple Select Items**

Multiple select items generally perform similarly to multiple choice items across devices. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that students did not recognize the user interface convention of using checkboxes instead of radio buttons to indicate that multiple answers can be selected. Students consistently used cues from the item, such as “choose two” with the word “two” bolded. Thus, language within items should be consistent in indicating how many answer choices should be chosen or that multiple can be chosen (e.g., “Choose all that apply.”). Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) found no evidence for device effects for multiple select items for either reading or mathematics items.

**Drag and Drop**

Drag and Drop as an item type covers a wide array of item behaviors. Items of this type are typically defined by having “draggers” and “bays.” Draggers are objects that students manipulate to
create their response. Bays are the fixed locations where students drop the draggers. However, there can be different styles of drag and drop items that involve matching a single dragger to a single bay or which allow for reuse of draggers to drop into multiple bays. Draggers can be text objects or art objects. The scoring of drag and drop items can enforce certain orderings or sequences for credit or allow credit for any response which includes the correct set of draggers in any order.

Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) found that students interacted well with draggable objects on the tablet, with some commenting favorably on the ability to interact directly using their finger and not having to use a mouse as an intermediary to express their intent. However, when the “target area” for dropping the object was small or close to other target areas, students sometimes struggled to precisely place the object (Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay, 2013; Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013). As a result, the objects might “snap back” to their original position rather than sticking to the place where the student intended to drop the object. This snapping effect sometimes caused students to question whether their answer was correct; some thought that the tablet was giving them a hint that their answer was wrong. Conversely, when the target area was sufficiently large or separated from other target areas the question was relatively easy for students to interact with.

While the action of dragging an item is inherently natural on a tablet, the specific design of the user interface for drag-and-drop items plays a significant role in students’ understanding of the item type. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) identified several usability issues for students with drag-and-drop items. The first issue was recognizing the item as a drag-and-drop vs. a hot spot or text entry response. The drag-and-drop items had drop-zones that expanded to fit draggers as they were dropped on the drop-zones. For some students, it initially appeared as if the draggers would not fit into the drop-zones, which may have further impeded recognition of the item as drag-and-drop through non-textual cues. While drop-zone re-sizing to accommodate draggers does help to preserve space and avoid cuing around how many draggers could be assigned to a drop-zone, students may be confused when the dragger is significantly larger than the drop-zone. In addition to it looking like the dragger will not fit, the fact that the dragger may entirely cover not just one drop-zone but all drop-zones makes it very difficult to drop the dragger in the right location. Most students were able to recognize the item as drag-and-drop and recognize draggers as draggers and drop-zones as drop-zones — either immediately or eventually — by careful reading of the item rather than by visual appearance of the draggers and drop-zones.

Additionally, drop zones may be best placed at the top with draggers below rather than the reverse. In the Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) study the drop-zones were at the bottom of the screen at the point where the scrolling started added a further complication. Working with a drag-and-drop item within a scrolling screen will typically present usability problems as all elements are not visible at the same time and have to be dragged across the “fold.” This issue and the proximity of the drop-zones to one another were what caused the most frustration amongst high school students. When positioning a dragger over a drop-zone, some type of user feedback should be provided, such as the drop-zone changing in appearance, to show what drop-zone a dragger will snap to if dropped while in its current position. While careful attention should be paid to the interface design for drag and drop items, this does appear to pay off in greater device comparability. Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) using an interface revised based on earlier research found no evidence for device effects for drag and drop items.

**Hot Spot**
In some instances, a hot spot item functions as a technology enhanced version of a multiple choice or multiple select item with students selecting responses by highlighting an object rather than selecting a radio button. Some hot spots may involve more complex interactions though selecting “hot” areas of a chart or figure. Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) found that most students experienced no difficulty in placing a mark or selecting an image using their finger within a hot-spot question. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that the hot spot should switch to its selected state on clicking or tapping down rather than on release in order to appear more responsive, reduce confusion over the hot spot being draggable, and avoid double-clicking or long-click behaviors on the tablet, which can cause additional functionality (zoom, text selection magnifier) to be triggered accidentally. Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) found no evidence for device effects for hot spot items.

Inline Choice

Inline choice items are also sometimes referred to as “cloze” items or “drop-down” items as they allow a student to respond to an item by selecting a response from a drop-down menu which may be embedded inside of a sentence or paragraph. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that inline choice did not present issues to students in a small scale cognitive lab/usability study. This was confirmed by Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) in a large scale evaluation of device comparability.

Fill-in-the-Blank (Short Response)

Fill-in-the-blank items are similar to inline choice, but require text entry for students to respond rather than selection from a pre-specified list. Some assessment programs have adapted this format by creating a “fill-in” box that only allows a limited range of characters to be used (e.g. only numeric responses). Others allow a full range of alpha-numeric and even special character symbols to be used. As text entry is required to provide a response to this item type the type of keyboard students are using becomes an important factor. In the case of numeric only responses Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) found that the onscreen keyboard native to the tablet defaulted to the alphabet even though the answer allowed only numbers. Students had to know or figure out how to navigate to the numeric/symbol keyboard to enter their answer. In the case of alphabetic responses, students adapted quickly to text entry with the onscreen keyboard—typically used single or double-finger hunt-and-peck style typing to enter their responses. Most students did not appear to be excessively bothered by this and were able to complete the question with this approach. Many students remarked that they liked the onscreen keyboard though a few students commented that this would be more of a concern if they had to type more than a few words. However, students did seem temporarily dismayed or inconvenienced by the fact that the opening of the onscreen keyboard pushed question content off-screen. Students had to scroll back up to enter their response or to see information they needed to answer the question.

Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that students did not seem to have issues typing numbers into a blank using the on-screen keyboard on the tablet. Some younger students without tablet familiarity may have taken a moment longer to locate the number keys. Students either tapped somewhere on the item or used the keyboard-dismiss button to put the keyboard away before navigating to the next item. Davis, Kong, & McBride (2015) found no evidence for device effects for fill in the blank items.
Graphing

Graphing items are those that require students to plot data or create graphs of mathematical functions using specific graphing interfaces and tools. Some items may include graphs but require students to interact with the graphs through other mechanisms (e.g. drag and drop, hot spot, etc.) and are not classified as “graphing items.” Graphing items may take many forms including line graphs, bar graphs, scatter plots, function graphs, etc.

Within graphing items the key factor is for the student to have good visibility of the graph while creating it using either the mouse or the finger on a touch-screen device. This includes visibility of the graph structure itself (e.g. Cartesian coordinates; Strain-Seymour & Davis, 2013) so that dots, lines, or bars may be precisely placed in the correct and intended location with confidence. For example, Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) found that bar graph questions worked well on tablets so long as the width of the bar was large enough for students to drag with their finger and the bar was sufficiently separated from other bars. Thinner bars or bars that were spaced too close together proved challenging for students as they were unable to grab the bar at all or inadvertently grabbed the wrong bar. Similarly, they found that point or line graph questions requiring students to plot points and lines on a Cartesian coordinate graph were sometimes challenging for students because the student’s finger obscured the placement of the point. As a result, some students expended additional effort to move their points to the correct locations. Holz and Baudisch (2010) similarly observed that touch-screen input accuracy may suffer when the finger blocks some part of the graphical interface.

In a study with students in grades 4, 8, and 10, Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) evaluated an interface change made to better accommodate graphing items on the tablet called the “halo.” A halo is of a semi-transparent circle around a point, which can be used to move the point around without having one’s finger block the view of the point’s position in relationship to the lines below (see Figure 6). They found that the halo worked for tablet users and did not it create a distraction or a source of confusion for computer users.

Tablet users could see the halo extending out beneath their finger and, thus, were not observed lifting their fingers to check if the point was still there. Another issue seen previously involved a student sometimes not succeeding in picking up the point while attempting to drag. The student would pick up his or her finger only to realize that the point was no longer there. Students found it easier to drag with precision when using the halo as a guide.

Figure 6: Example of a halo as used in graphing items
Text Extraction

Text Extraction allows drag-and-drop type response interactions to be applied to a reading passage (see Figure 7). A passage may have extractable selections of text. These chunks may consist of all sentences, all paragraphs, etc. Alternatively, only certain words, phrases, or sentences might be eligible for extraction. To create a response, a test-taker pulls a text piece out of the passage and drops it into a labeled box. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that students did not always recognize a text extraction item as such, even after encountering it in a tutorial. They suggested that the boxes for the extracted text might be a place to focus, since these boxes were initially, but only briefly, mistaken by a couple of students as boxes to type text into in the fashion of an open response item.

![Figure 7: Example of a Text Extraction Item](image)

Text Highlighting

Text highlighting allows for student responses to be indicated by effectively making all or portions of a reading passage “hot spots” that can be selected and highlighted. A passage may have highlightable sentences, paragraphs, poem lines, or stanzas. A single click or tap highlights the text. A click or tap to an already highlighted text chunk un-highlights it. The predetermined chunks available for highlighting facilitate machine scoring, as opposed to free-form highlighting. Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that all students taking the test on computer immediately recognized how to highlight sentences due to the roll-over effect of the cursor. Most but not all tablet users recognized how to highlight. They recommended adding text to the item directions that explicitly gave direction on how to highlight.

Equation Editor

Equation editor items are those that allow for special math symbols for a constructed response of math/numeracy content either alone or in conjunction with explanatory text. Equation editors have been commonly available in commercial software products for some time, but were designed to be used with a mouse and keyboard. Yu, Lorié, & Sewall (2014) recommend that changes
be made to these interfaces before implementing on tablets. In their research they found that the equation editor was confusing to many students when used on tablets. Specifically students were concerned about positioning the cursor within the equation editor interface and usability of buttons to create superscripts and subscripts. As with all touch-screen interfaces, the size and spacing of buttons should be carefully evaluated to make sure students can precisely and accurately select the intended function.

Device Positioning and Ergonomics

Tablets are inherently flexible devices intended to support a range of different possible positions for use. Research with adults (Young, Trudeau, Odell, Marinelli, Dennerlein, 2012) indicated that tablet users take advantage of their devices’ many potential display positions, changing device position and their bodily position based on the task. However, in a study by Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) the majority of students were observed to place the tablets flat on the table and leaned over them to view the screen despite being given no specific direction about how to position the tablets. A few students held the device throughout the test (more likely with the smaller 7-inch tablet used in the study than with the larger 10-inch tablet), and others propped the tablet up on its cover. Yu, Lorié, & Sewall (2014) reported that students in their study were split between laying the tablet flat on the table and propping it up at an angle. They further found a relationship between self-reported level of onscreen typing skills and tablet position with those students who reported having “Advanced” onscreen typing skills preferring to keep it flat on the table.

However, Davis & Strain-Seymour (2013a) observed greater variety in how students positioned the tablets (see Figure 8). While laying the tablet flat on the table was still the most common position, some students propped the tablet up on its case and used it at an angle, while others propped the tablet up on one arm while using the other hand to navigate and answer questions. Yet other students sat back in the chair and held the tablet in their laps. Students were given no specific instruction about how to position the tablets, and when asked about their choice of positions, most students reported that this is how they use a tablet at home. Differences in the findings of the studies are likely due to the study settings: school classroom in the first two cases vs. conference room in the latter case. This difference may be responsible for the increased observation of flexible positioning as, within the school setting, students may have expectations about appropriate seating/materials positioning. Additionally, chairs in the conference rooms were cushioned and swiveled, which allowed greater flexibility to lean back and might have encouraged different behaviors than what would be seen in a classroom.

Figure 8. Different device positions for using tablet to access test content
Impact of External Keyboard on Device Positioning

A decision to require the use of an external keyboard has direct impacts on the different device positions available to students. Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom (2013) found that while students appeared to be comfortable working with the tablet flat on the table when using the onscreen keyboard, the addition of the external keyboard caused observable awkwardness, generating several student comments. Once the external keyboard was added, some students lifted the tablet at an angle, and then set it back down, as if looking for a way to prop it up. With the external keyboard, greater degrees of head and eye movements were observed, as most students looked at their fingers during typing and then up at the essay text box, scanning back and forth as they worked on their essays. As a result of these findings, Davis, Orr, Kong, and Lin (2015) provided a tablet stand for every student in the external keyboard condition of their study (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9. Tablet position in stand when paired with external keyboard](image)

Ergonomics: Screen glare, Eye fatigue, Neck and Back Strain

Davis, Stain-Seymour, and Gay (2013) evaluated ergonomic impacts of device positioning. While most students in their study were able to complete the study items without significant strain or difficulty, the short duration of the testing session (30-45 minutes) may have limited the degree of discomfort students experienced. Some students mentioned that they would likely suffer some issue such as neck pain, thumb strain, or headache due to holding or viewing the device for a lengthy testing session. A few students also mentioned that the angle of the device in conjunction with overhead lighting or eye glasses may create a glare that would cause eye strain.

Switching between device positions

Encouraging flexibility in shifting tablets from one position to another during testing may help alleviate some of these ergonomic issues (Davis & Strain-Seymour, 2013a). If students have the opportunity to work with tablets as part of daily classroom activities, they’ll likely have a greater familiarity with the device and the ways its position can be changed for particular tasks. However, the more students are allowed to move the tablet to different positions, the more likely it is that other students in the testing room might be able to view their responses either intentionally or unintentionally. Additionally, depending upon the type of keyboard, case, and stand selected, it may be more or less difficult to change positions. For example, if a folio type external keyboard is selected, students would have to remove the tablet from the case entirely in order to allow for hand-held use.
Use of Other Peripherals

Stylus and Tablet Mouse

Styluses are small, reasonably affordable, resemble a pen or pencil, and while they are not technically more precise than a finger, they allow somewhat better visibility since the students’ hand is not blocking the screen (Pogue, 2012). In general very few students have experience using a stylus with a touch-screen device (Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay 2013; Yu, Lorié, & Sewall, 2014). Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that it was particularly tempting for stylus users to treat the stylus like a highlighting pen and pull it across the text but when this did occur, students recognized that highlighting occurred with just a tap. Yu, Lorié, & Sewall (2014) included a stylus in their study of student responses in Algebra I and Biology assessments to see if it would assist with graphing precision. They found that among students who had not previously used a stylus there was a preference to use their hands and fingers, as it was easier and more natural. Some students thought using the stylus would make it more difficult or more complicated to interact with the touch-screen. Davis, Orr, Kong, & Lin (2015) evaluated the utility of a stylus for text editing and revision in written composition items. The initial hypothesis was that students would use the stylus to assist them in more precisely placing the cursor (compared to just using their finger) as they went back to revise their compositions. Actual student use of the styluses differed from this expectation in that most students did not have experience using a stylus either at home or in school. As such this specific use for the stylus did not appear to occur to them. Of high school students who were provided a stylus, 39% did not use the stylus at all and 22% reported that they did not find it helpful. Fifth grade students reported a more favorable use and impression of the stylus, but researcher observation was that they primarily used it as an aid to strike the keys on the onscreen keyboard and did not use it to assist with cursor placement as part of a revision activity.

Conclusions from these research studies are consistent in recommending that use of a stylus be optional for students so that it is available for those who are familiar with it and want to use it but does not interfere with the ability of other students to interact with the device. Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay (2013) go so far as to suggest that it is not necessary to require a stylus for student testing for selected response item types as long as specifications for content development include best practice for touch screen interfaces (minimum object size, spacing, etc.). In any case, availability of a stylus is likely to be attractive to some students and so offering a stylus as a peripheral should be considered. However, students (especially younger students where fine motor control is more of an issue) should have an opportunity to work with a stylus outside of testing as part of their regular academic instructional use with tablets.

A tablet mouse may be connected to a tablet via USB cable or Bluetooth and incorporate tablet specific features such as use on almost any surface for portability and multi-direction scrolling (see Microsoft’s wedge mouse or Apple’s magic mouse; Brown, 2012; Stern, 2010). There is, to date, no research on use of tablet mice as peripherals for assessment owing in large part to their lack of general popularity as tablet peripherals.

Tablet Stands and Cases

In selecting tablet stands and cases, it is important to consider the position in which students will use the device as well as the need or desire to change device positions throughout the assessment period. As suggested, earlier most students feel comfortable using the tablet in a flat position for
drag, swipe, and tap intensive work. Therefore, the position that is most critical for a tablet stand to support is the upright position for use with an external keyboard (Strain-Seymour & Brock, 2014). While some tablets have cases which can be folded to prop up the tablet, many students struggle with the folding covers, find them to be insufficient for longer periods of use, and are not able to gain the degree of vertical support desired for using with an external keyboard. The easel type stands (see second image in Figure 10) can be a good choice, as they also tend to be inexpensive and resilient. Choices may be different with a 1:1 initiative, since daily usage will encourage familiarity with even more complex tablet stands design. It is also important to keep in mind that if a tablet is already in a case which supports its use without an external keyboard, it may need to be removed from that case to fit into an external stand. Lastly, a stand should have good support from behind the upper portion of the screen. Even as students are using the keyboard, they may still be tapping on portions of the screen when editing.

Figure 10: Examples of different tablet stands

Device Set-up and Security

Tablet Configuration for Testing

As with all digital devices, tablets must be configured for testing purposes prior to the assessment administration. This includes downloads of required software applications, configuration of settings for onscreen keyboards, charging of devices, and preparation of tablet peripherals. This setup can be challenging to accomplish if tablets that are issued to students in 1:1 programs are also used for testing purposes as the school technology staff may not have physical access to these devices prior to testing day. Additionally, tablets which are issued to students may have unexpected damage (screen cracks, battery issues, etc.) that could impact their use for testing. Many software applications used for testing will require the tablets to be put into “single application mode” so that students cannot access other applications either locally or through the internet during test administration. Schools should plan in advance for preparation of tablet devices and should have spare tablets available on testing day should issues arise on testing day (Strain-Seymour & Brock, 2014).

If external keyboards are required for tablets, it is important to know whether they connect wirelessly (e.g. through Bluetooth) or physically to the tablets. External keyboards which require wireless pairing must be physically co-located with the specific tablet to which it has been paired. It is incredibly easy for keyboards to get swapped amongst students or classrooms and thereby require extra effort to re-pair.
Testing Room Set-up

While hardware and software configuration is important, the physical set-up of the testing room itself must also be considered. Students must have sufficient working space to enable use of digital as well as physical resources. As it turns out, screen real estate is not the only real estate to be concerned about. While the best case scenario in terms of physical space is one in which nearly everything students will need for the assessment is on the tablet, this is often unrealistic from a usability perspective where students may need to reference multiple items at one time (Strain-Seymour & Brock, 2014). As a result there is still a potential need to allow for physical space for the tablet itself, a tablet stand, an external keyboard, scratch paper and pencil, a physical calculator, etc. Making sure that students have sufficient “desk” space to spread these materials out is critical.

Additionally, testing rooms must be set-up to promote security during the testing administration. This might mean allowing sufficient space between students to preclude copying, use of card-board dividers (see Figure 11), etc. The types of physical environments in which students might use devices for instructional activities (working collaboratively or in small groups) are not likely to be appropriate for use during test administrations.

Figure 11. Use of cardboard dividers to create testing stations for desktops and tablets

Differential Effects by Student Subgroups

Given that touch-screen tablets in the modern sense have only been available since the launch of the iPad in 2010, research into the area of device comparability for student subgroups using tablets is limited. As such, the focus of assessment research to date has largely been on overall group device effects. There has been some research to support development of assessment applications specifically for special populations which make use of tablet technology (see for example Pearson’s Tests of English Language Learning (TELL) assessment; Hildago & Sato, 2014). However, the relationship between student group membership and score comparability across devices is a very important, but, as of yet, unexplored domain.
Differential Effects Based on Device Familiarity and Experience

Academic use of digital devices is increasing as 1:1 technology initiatives (1 device for each student) and concepts such as the flipped classroom become more commonplace in educational pedagogy (Hamdon, McKnight, McKnight, & Arfstrom 2013; McCrea, 2011). However, surveys of students conducted across various research studies suggest that more students use touch-screen devices at home than in school. For example, Davis, Orr, Kong, & Lin (2015) found that a large percentage of students in their study reported using both computers and touch-screen tablets regularly at home (48% of 5th grade and 64% of high school students). However a majority of students reported using a computer only in school (59% of 5th grade and 51% of high school students). Similarly, Davis, Kong, & Mcbride (2015) found that more students reported using tablets and smart phones for personal use than for school work (44% vs. 28% for tablets and 84% vs. 31% for smart phones) though rates of usage for desktop and laptop computers were more similar between personal use and school work (27% vs. 36% for desktop computers and 61% vs. 66% for laptop computers).

Interestingly, Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that the students who had tablet experience generally had the same types of usability issues as students who did not. However, students with tablet experience did differ from other students in their recovery from or non-reaction to the appearance of unintended functionality. For instance, when an accidental double tap led to the screen zooming in, the students with tablet familiarity quickly adjusted it back to 100%, while students without tablet experience took slightly longer to recover and re-adjust the screen. Similarly, when a long tap led to the appearance of the text selector magnifier, tablet users recognized it and were unbothered by it. Other students generally did not react poorly to the text selector, but might have noted its appearance without knowing what it was before proceeding to ignore it.

In sum, research to date suggests that tablet familiarity is a critical factor for students in using touch-screen devices successfully for assessment (e.g., use of pinch-and-zoom to compensate for reduced input precision, locating numbers on keyboard, etc). However, while familiarity with touch-screen devices is important, the amount and type of exposure required for success may be less than what might be expected. In other words, general familiarity with touch-screen functionality combined with use of assessment tutorials to familiarize students with specific item types and testing software conventions may be sufficient to overcome any potential concerns. Additionally, careful attention to the design of the user interface for the testing application is important for all students regardless of their familiarity with touch-screen devices. For example, Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that despite the familiarity of students in the study with drag-and-drop items, these were typically the least usable items in the study because of the way in which the user interface was designed.

Differential Effects by Age or Grade Level

Many of the research studies of which deal with touch screen user interface design, in general, have been conducted outside of educational contexts and are frequently conducted with adult software users (see for example, Findlater & Wobrack, 2012; Young et al., 2012). Good design principles established with adults typically translate well into usable designs for students. Within the research studies conducted with school-aged children in the educational assessment context, however, two primary findings have emerged relative to student age and grade level. The first is in relationship to student facility with and preference for onscreen or external keyboards for tablets.
The second is with regard to how students respond when they encounter a usability issue with the device or user interface of the testing software.

In the first case, multiple studies have identified a stronger preference by younger students (typically 4\textsuperscript{th} and 5\textsuperscript{th} grade level) for the onscreen keyboard while older students (typically middle and high school students) tend to prefer the external keyboard (Davis, Orr, Kong, & Lin, 2015; Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay, 2013; Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013). These preferences are hypothesized to be related to the strength of students’ keyboarding skills with stronger keyboarding skills resulting in lower preferences for the onscreen keyboard. Younger students were frequently observed to have less proficient keyboarding skills, while older students tended to have more proficient keyboarding skills. Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, and Elbom (2013) report that younger students who might use a “hunt and peck” method to select keys with one or two fingers were either equal in speed on both keyboards or slightly faster on the on-screen keyboard. Keyboarding input for older students was markedly slower on the on-screen keyboard, with the differential between the two speeds being greater the better a student’s typing skills were. Davis, Orr, Kong, and Lin (2015) confirm the differences in keyboard preference between younger and older students, but importantly note that these preferences did not translate into differences in performance on written essay responses.

In the second case, Strain-Seymour and Davis (2013) found that younger students were slightly more likely to encounter usability problems than older students and that younger students seemed to recover less easily and were more likely than older students to skip the item after encountering a usability issue. They reported that older students were more willing to persist, try the same thing again, or try a different approach, when faced with a usability issue. These observations were made both for students testing on computers and tablets—though slightly more usability issues were identified for tablets in this study. Similarly, Davis (2013) found that elementary aged students were more likely than middle and high school aged students to report that they were uncertain how to navigate from one item to the next and to ask for help in doing so. By contrast, high school students were more willing to experiment with the different icons and buttons in the software and usually figured out how to navigate to the next item without prompting from the study facilitators. It should be noted that in both studies, students had not practiced with the testing software in advance of participating in the research. It is likely that exposure to the software controls and device functionality through tutorials or practice assessments would address most of these concerns.

**Conclusions**

The increasingly popularity of touch-screen devices like tablets and smartphones creates new opportunities to engage students with digital content in the classroom and for assessment which will be more closely aligned with the way they experience the rest of the world. Although these opportunities are very exciting and open up new potential methods for measuring constructs of interest, the comparability of scores and of student experiences across devices is an important consideration for online assessment programs. Projecting forward in time, the number of different types, sizes, makes and models of digital devices in use within schools is likely to continue to expand as new technology offerings blend with devices previously purchased. It is important to have a framework to sort device features that are likely to have substantive impacts to student experience and assessment performance from those that may only have minor impacts or no impacts at all. The concept of device “form factor” as discussed in this paper is critical to helping to identify areas where comparability research may be needed as technology continues to evolve.
While the use of touch-screen devices for assessment introduces a series of new and important considerations for test developers, the research to date suggests that assessment content can be delivered comparably across devices with appropriate attention to user interface and technology requirements. Certainly, there are no studies which have identified large statistically or practically significant device effects. Any effects observed have tended to be small and isolated to specific item types or interactions. Additionally, students themselves appear fairly robust to device effects and adapt quickly to new methods of interaction. In considering different subject areas, reading and writing should be given careful consideration so as to structure the user interface and device requirements to provide the optimal experience for reading texts and creating written text. There is great opportunity with mathematics and science to incorporate technology enhanced item types that allow for deeper levels of cognitive complexity to be assessed as students are asked to “categorize”, “connect”, “create”, “order”, “match”, “plot”, “rearrange”, and “transform”. However, individual item interactions need to be carefully reviewed on each type of device that will be allowed for testing so that any potential usability issues or areas of confusion for students can be identified.

The research summarized in this paper should not be interpreted to suggest that tablets should only be used as a means of expanding the set of available devices on testing day. Student familiarity with tablets in an academic context is crucial and tablets are best used as part of a technology rich learning environment throughout the school year. In addition, it is important for students to have access to tutorials and practice tests that allow them to become comfortable with the specific user interface of the testing software and the allowable and expected interactions of the specific item types used in the assessment. Teachers should also have access to tutorials and practice tests and, to the extent feasible, be encouraged to create classroom quizzes and tests which mirror the functionality of the summative assessment. Professional development for the teaching staff is an important component to an online assessment program as the adults in the system are often more intimidated by the technology than their students.

**Recommendations for ACARA**

As ACARA moves to online assessment with the inclusion of tablet devices, there are several key factors which should be considered.

1) **Use of External vs. Onscreen Keyboards**

While many assessment programs are requiring the use of external keyboards for tablets, this requirement alone does not ensure a good user experience for students and may negatively impact students in some circumstances. In making this decision, ACARA should consider the amount of text generation that students will be asked to produce for each item type. For short (one word or single phrase) responses, an external keyboard does not appear to be necessary. For longer (extended) responses, this might be considered as an option which schools make available to students but would function like scratch paper—available if the student wants it, but not required. Any requirement to use an external keyboard should specify technical specifications for the type and size of keyboard as well as accompanying tablet stand and should also take into consideration whether the external keyboard would be required for all sections of the assessment or only for certain sections. Lastly, schools should be required to provide evidence that the students had an opportunity to use the external keyboard as part of regular classroom activities and that they weren’t provided only for the test sessions.
As part of their research efforts, ACARA should be encouraged to take note of the types of external keyboards students use and whether there is any relationship between certain keyboard types and student success or challenge in using them. Specific attention should be given to younger students versus older students with the potential for different policies for different age groups. Additionally, study facilitators (invigilators) should look for instances where students are revising their written responses, observe whether there are challenges with this process as well as how students manage the revision process. Lastly they should probe with students during the structured interviews around whether they would have revised their responses if they had different tools available (e.g. a laptop with a mouse).

Within study conditions which make use of onscreen keyboards study facilitators (invigilators) should note how easily students are able to navigate between alpha- and numeric- keyboards, how easily they are able to open and close the onscreen keyboards, and the different typing techniques that students attempt. They should probe with students during the structured interviews relative to their experience with typing as well as any use of auto-correct, autocomplete, split screen keyboarding, etc. (if those configurations will be possible during the test administration).

2) User Interface for Drag and Drop Item Types

Given the diversity of different drag and drop interactions and the previously observed usability challenges with this item type, ACARA is encouraged to pay specific attention to this item type in its research studies. Study facilitators (invigilators) should be made aware of the different types of drag and drop interactions and encouraged to probe with students during the structured interviews for elements of their interactions which were particularly challenging.

3) Scrolling for Reading Passages

While ACARA is making efforts to avoid scrolling within its reading passages, some of the longer passages at higher levels will have scrolling. Study facilitators (invigilators) should observe whether students can identify when a passage scrolls and the ease with which they scroll through the passage. The specific mechanism for scrolling (use of a finger within the passage vs. scroll bar, etc.) should be noted if there are multiple options for this interaction. During the structured interviews, study facilitators (invigilators) should probe with students to understand their perception of the scrolling activity and ask whether students understood how to scroll if needed.

4) Tools

From the sample tests ACARA provided, it is unclear whether students will have access to non item specific tools. If they will, the usability of these tools for tablet delivery should be evaluated. Study facilitators (invigilators) should observe student use of these tools (both frequency and ease of use) and probe with students during the structured interviews for any areas of specific challenge. If students will not have access to tools within the testing interface, study facilitators should probe with students to find out if specific tools would have been helpful and whether not having those tools created challenges for them. While an absence of online tools would be a consistent factor across devices, this absence may be more keenly felt for users of one device more than the other. If students have physical tools (scratch paper and pencil, physical calculators, etc.) study facilitators (invigilators) should probe to find out how easy it was for students to transfer information from the physical tools to the online interface.
5) Device Positioning and Ergonomics

Study facilitators (invigilators) should make note of the different positions in which students use the tablet devices as well as whether they change positions throughout the testing session. They should probe with students during the structured interview to identify any ergonomic impacts related to physical strain or eye strain. If students are using tablets in a vertical position within a tablet stand, study facilitators should inquire how easy it was for students to interact with the touch screen from that position.

6) Touch Screen Specific Features

If features such as pinch-and-zoom and screen rotation are enabled study facilitators (invigilators) should note how often they are used. Based on previous research it seems unlikely students will rotate the tablet, but pinch-and-zoom to enlarge certain details may be observed. It will be important to note under which circumstances students used pinch-and-zoom capabilities (e.g. in reading passages; for reviewing charts, etc.) and whether they found those capabilities helpful in viewing objects within the test.

7) Audio Functionality

No research to date has looked at the comparability of audio functionality across devices. Given that ACARA will be utilizing audio prompts to measure spelling, specific attention should be given to student interactions with these prompts. Study facilitators (invigilators) should note whether students have any difficulty in playing or replaying the audio from their specific device, whether there are volume control issues which may be present for one device or another, and whether students tend to replay (if allowed) more frequently on one device than another.
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1. Executive summary

The National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) device effects study was conducted in August 2015 as part of a comprehensive research and development program initiated by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) in preparation for the 2017 implementation of the NAPLAN online adaptive testing program. A total of 3602 students across four year levels from 73 different schools participated in two one-hour study sessions to evaluate the impact of different devices (PC, tablet, and tablet with external keyboard) on student testing experience and test performance. In the first session, students responded to test questions in Reading and Numeracy. In the second session, about 20% of students participated in a structured interview as a follow-up to the first session. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected relative to student testing interactions across the three device conditions. Quantitative data reflected scored student responses to the test items. Using these data, a set of psychometric analyses were conducted to compare student performance across device conditions. Qualitative data were captured through three mechanisms:

- Systematic observations during the test sessions
- Structured interviews after the test sessions
- Follow-up interviews with test administrators

During the systematic observations, test administrators noted both the frequency and severity of issues in the following areas.

- Navigation
- Item specific factors
- Device specific factors
- Domain specific factors
- Ergonomics

These observations were made when observing the class as a whole and again when observing a single student during a “time sampling” period.

The study was also designed to consider whether the performance of students who regularly used a particular device type in the classroom would be less impacted by device effects. This resulted in a 3 (device condition) × 3 (device used in school) set of experimental conditions (9 total conditions) into which schools were recruited for participation. Devices for the study were supplied by the participating schools. The table below shows the range of devices used in the study.

Devices used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tablet (without external keyboard) (TB)</td>
<td>iPad, iPad Air, iPad mini* Google Nexus, Samsung tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet with external keyboard (TBKB)</td>
<td>Any tablet for which there was an external keyboard, including Microsoft Surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop or laptop computer (PC)</td>
<td>Desktop, netbook/laptop (Macbook, Chromebook)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note that the iPad mini does not meet ACARA’s technical requirements for tablet screen size, but was the device available at some participating schools.
The test forms used in this study were provided by ACARA and presented to students in their classrooms or a designated testing area, through an online test delivery system procured for the study. Care was taken to include as wide a range of item types as feasible, in order to collect information about the functioning of item design and graphical layout, item and item material interaction, and response types across the assessment domains.

The table below provides a summary of results based on some of the psychometric analyses of Reading and Numeracy. Overall, these results show that there are effectively no differences in student performance across devices for Years 3 and 5. Additionally, these results show some evidence that using the PC was easier than using the TB for students in Years 7 and 9. Importantly, though, statistical analyses show this effect was moderated by student familiarity with the devices, that is, students who were not familiar with using PCs showed no increase in ease of interaction with online tests when doing tests using PC. However, in almost all cases, the TBKB produced comparable results to the PC for students in Years 7 and 9. Additional psychometric analyses provide support for the benefit provided by the external keyboard to student performance, but again confirms that familiarity with the external keyboard, and thus with test device, is important to realise this benefit.

**Summary of device effects in psychometric analyses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
<th>Year 7</th>
<th>Year 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>No difference</td>
<td>No difference</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB same as PC</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB same as PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>No difference</td>
<td>No difference</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB same as PC</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB closer to PC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures below show the frequency and severity ratings for observed behaviours aggregated across all factors evaluated in the study. Across all device conditions, very few issues were noted by test administrators. This suggests that for the most part students completed their tests without issue. Severity ratings were only provided for the relatively small proportion of observations where issues were observed (approximately 25% to 33% of observations). A relatively small proportion of issues had severity ratings of ‘moderate’ or ‘critical’.
Frequency ratings aggregated across all factors (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)

Severity ratings aggregated across all factors (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)
Results from both psychometric and qualitative analyses support the conclusion that device effects, when present, are not pervasive but are centered on specific item types, interactions, or interfaces. The salient factors relative to the observation of device effects appear to be:

- use of and familiarity with an external keyboard (especially for older students),
- amount of scrolling required by the test domain interfaces (especially for Reading),
- specific characteristics of drag and drop items; and
- general familiarity with the device, test interface, and item interactions.

Overall results were very similar between classes familiar with and unfamiliar with the testing device. There was, however, some reduction in the observation of issue frequency and severity for classes familiar with the device in areas identified as challenging for students. This suggests that increased exposure to the testing device could ameliorate many of the issues observed.

ACARA is confident that the information provided in this study will allow construction of a NAPLAN online assessment that accounts for any incidental overall device effects assuming student familiarity with the online platform and the device used for the assessment.
2. Introduction

2.1 Background and rationale

In preparation for the 2017 implementation of the NAPLAN (National Assessment Program - Literacy and Numeracy) online testing program, ACARA has developed a comprehensive research agenda that will provide findings on a range of issues and evidence to support the transition of NAPLAN from a paper-based test to a computer-based assessment. An important component of the research agenda is to conduct a device effect study, to investigate the degree of measurement invariance when NAPLAN is delivered across devices, and to identify whether there are variances specific to domains. The information from this study will allow ACARA to develop an online assessment that accounts for any incidental overall device effects assuming student familiarity with the online platform and the device used for the assessment.

The complete study is planned to be conducted in two phases: first, focusing on the measurement invariance of items and testlets and the interaction of students with NAPLAN items in different domains in 2015, and second, in a follow-up study to be conducted in 2016 (when the assessment delivery system that supports the tailored test design will be available) to investigate the device mode effect in context of adaptive testing focusing on the invariance of student performance. The following research report relates to the 2015 Phase 1 study only.

Information on students’ experience completing a range of NAPLAN tests within an online environment was gathered using systematic observation and structured interview methods to collect qualitative data on the interaction and engagement of students with online tests delivered on different devices. Additionally, student response data were captured and used to conduct psychometric evaluations of differences in performance across devices.

The devices used in the 2015 study were divided into three categories which are in general use in most Australian schools: personal computers (PCs); tablets (TBs); and tablets with external keyboards (TBKBS). Students from Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 were selected to participate in the study, with a total of 3602 participants. Students undertook a combination of tests from the following domains: Numeracy, Reading and Spelling. The tests were delivered using an online test delivery system procured for this study.

2.2 Summary of literature review

In preparation for conducting the Device Effect Study, ACARA commissioned a literature review for the purpose of aiding their understanding of the impact of testing device (especially laptops and tablets) on the performance of items and students in online assessments. The literature review was intended to guide and support the development of protocols to be used for systematic observations and structured interviews. Additionally, as relevant, results of this study will be addressed in relationship to the research summarised in the literature review.

The literature review situated research on device effects as part of the larger domain of score comparability as defined by Bennett as “the commonality of score meaning across testing conditions including delivery modes, computer platforms, and scoring presentation” (Bennett, 2003). The author discussed the form factors of different devices and suggested how these differences might relate to expected comparability (Way, Davis, Keng, & Strain-Seymour, 2015). Devices which have similar form factors (meaning devices have similar physical properties and students interact with them through similar input/output mechanisms) can be expected to have a relatively high degree of comparability, while devices with dissimilar form factors (meaning devices have disparate physical properties and students interact with them using different mechanisms for input/output) can be
expected to have a lower degree of comparability.

Within this framework, the author describes the specific features of touch-screen devices (like tablets) that might influence the comparability of scores between tablet- and computer-delivered tests. These include screen orientation, pinch-and-zoom, device position, and the use of the finger as a pointer. Research suggests that students generally prefer to use the tablet in landscape orientation and most typically work with the tablet positioned flat on a table surface while leaning over it (Davis, 2013; Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay, 2013). Additionally, students were observed using pinch-and-zoom (though somewhat sparingly) when they were having difficulty viewing the test content. The size of objects relative to the students’ finger is an important consideration when designing content for tablets. When students are using their finger to select and move objects, the degree of precision is less than it is with a mouse and consequently objects need to be larger. Despite these differences, research in this area has primarily found non-statistically significant and/or non-practically significant effects at the total score level (Keng, Davis, McBride, & Glaze, 2015; Davis, Kong, & McBride, 2015; Olsen, 2014).

Special attention is given to discussion of onscreen and external keyboards as input mechanisms for text. External keyboards allow for three states of hand positioning (fingers are off the keys; fingers are resting on the keys; fingers are depressing a key), whereas onscreen keyboards only allow for two states of hand positioning (fingers are off the keys; fingers are depressing a key; Findlater & Wobbrock, 2012). This lack of a resting state with an onscreen keyboard creates challenges for the use of conventional keyboarding techniques. The compact size of an onscreen keyboard also means that students are working in a more constrained space when reaching fingers to select keys. Several studies suggest that students tend to write less under these circumstances than they would with an external keyboard (Davis, Strain-Seymour, and Gay, 2013; Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013). However, Davis, Orr, Kong, and Lin (2015) did not find differences in either the length or quality of student writing when using an onscreen versus an external keyboard in a study conducted with Grade 5 and high school students (Grades 10 and 11).

The literature review concluded that assessment content can be delivered comparably across devices with appropriate attention given to user interface and technology requirements. Specifically, the review concluded that device effects, when present, tend to be small and isolated to specific item types or interactions. Furthermore, students themselves appear to be fairly robust to device effects and adapt quickly to new methods of interaction. The literature review, however, also cautioned that the use of touch-screen devices for assessment introduces a series of new and important considerations for test developers. Specifically, the Reading domain should be given careful consideration as it typically requires students to read significant additional material, such as a stimulus text.

Moreover, individual item interactions need to be carefully reviewed on each type of device to be used for testing. This should allow any potential usability issues or areas of confusion for students to be identified and addressed in subsequent research and development activities.

The literature review also made specific recommendations for ACARA in terms of:

- the use of onscreen versus external keyboards for tablets,
- the interface for drag-and-drop items,
- the amount of scrolling required for reading passages,
- device positioning and ergonomics,
- the use of touch-screen specific features; and
- the audio functionality within the Spelling test.
With regard to keyboards, specific recommendations were made to consider the amount of text entry required by different item types; the age level of students using the keyboards, the type of external keyboard used, and the amount of experience students had using the keyboards provided.

A specific focus on drag and drop items was suggested given the variety of different types of drag and drop interactions as well as previously observed usability challenges with some items of this type.

For reading passages, recommendations were made to observe both the amount of scrolling needed (especially for longer passages) and the mechanisms students attempted to use for scrolling (finger, mouse, etc.).

For device positioning and ergonomics, recommendations were made to observe the general position and use of devices to evaluate the impact this appeared to have on student fatigue or eye strain.

With regard to touch-screen specific features, recommendations were made to observe the degree to which students rotated their tablets, used pinch-and-zoom, etc. and the circumstances under which these behaviours tended to occur.

Finally, with regard to audio functionality it was noted that research has not yet been conducted into the effects of this factor across devices. In the absence of research in this area recommendations were made to note any challenges students had with controlling the volume, using the onscreen controls, and using features like audio-playback.

ACARA used the literature review findings and recommendations to finalise the design of the 2015 device effect study presented in this report. To address the lack of research findings regarding the impact of familiarity with device on performance in online tests, ACARA designed the device effect study as a counter design where familiarity of students with the test device was explicitly manipulated and controlled in the study. In order to explicitly address issues regarding text entry when tests were taken using tablets, tablets with external keyboards were included as a separate device effect condition and the familiarity of students with test devices was also explicitly investigated. In addition, ACARA’s test managers used the literature review to inform and guide selection of items and construction of tests used in the study.

3. Methods

3.1 Overview of methods

Data for this study were collected from a total of 3602 students in 73 schools across four Year levels (3, 5, 7, and 9). The sample was a convenience sample, constructed in collaboration between ACARA and the Test Administration Authorities (TAAs). TAAs were asked to provide a selection of schools across school systems and geographical locations. Thus the final sample contained a good cross-section of schools at the national level.

Students participated in two one-hour sessions. In the first session, they responded to test questions in Reading, Numeracy, and Spelling. In the second session, about 20% of students participated in a structured interview as a follow-up to the first session. Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected relative to student testing interactions across three device conditions.

- Tablet (without external keyboard) (TB)
- Tablet with external keyboard (TBKB)
- Desktop or laptop computer (PC)
The study was additionally designed to include a second independent variable related to device familiarity in order to evaluate the hypothesis that if students regularly used a device in the classroom, their performance would be less impacted by device effects. This resulted in a 3 (device condition) × 3 (device used in school) set of experimental conditions (9 total conditions) into which schools were recruited for participation.

Qualitative data was captured through three mechanisms:

- Systematic observations during the test sessions
- Structured interviews after the test sessions
- Follow-up interviews with test administrators

Quantitative data reflected scored student responses to the test items. Using these data, a set of psychometric analyses were conducted to compare student performance across device conditions.

### 3.2 Participants

Recruitment for the study was targeted to achieve participation of 36 classes per year level divided across 9 experimental conditions for a total of 4 classes per experimental condition per year level. Assuming 25 students per class, this would provide 100 students per experimental condition at each year level. In order to make most efficient use of school participation, two classes were recruited from each school when possible. During the recruitment process, however, it became apparent that devices were not all equally used in classrooms or available for testing. Specifically it was challenging to find schools using tablet devices consistently across classes and most challenging to find schools using tablets with external keyboards. This made it difficult to achieve the targeted distribution of classes and students fully crossed by experimental conditions.

Priority was therefore given to identifying classes to participate in the hardest to fill experimental conditions even if both classes from a given school could not participate in those conditions. Frequently, a school might have enough tablet devices for one class, but not two classes. The end result of this was an oversampling of classes in the computer (PC) conditions to achieve a minimum level of participation in the tablet (TB) and tablet with external keyboard (TBKB) conditions.

Table 1 provides a summary of student (and class) participation by experimental condition across year levels. A total of 73 schools across Australia were recruited to participate in the study. The schools were selected from different jurisdictions and sectors. The sample included both primary and secondary schools. While the majority of the sample was drawn from schools in metropolitan and regional areas, some remote schools participated in the study. Jurisdictions were asked to nominate schools with a good spread of student backgrounds and also to ensure that the selected schools participated in the study. Overall, a total of 148 classes, consisting of 38 Year 3 classes, 45 Year 5 classes, 37 Year 7 classes, and 28 Year 9 classes, were involved. Note that for 34 classes more than one device was represented within a single class. These "hybrid" classes are, therefore, represented twice in the table (once for each device used in study testing). Despite efforts to recruit classes for all experimental conditions, the number of classes who had prior experience using tablets with external keyboards was very small and the TBKB/PC condition was dropped from Year levels 5, 7, and 9.
Table 1  
Summary of student (and class) participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device used in Classroom</th>
<th>Device used for Testing</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
<th>Year 7</th>
<th>Year 9</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>285 (14)</td>
<td>275 (14)</td>
<td>451 (21)</td>
<td>345 (14)</td>
<td>1356 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>92 (7)</td>
<td>168 (9)</td>
<td>84 (6)</td>
<td>29 (3)</td>
<td>373 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>118 (5)</td>
<td>155 (6)</td>
<td>31 (2)</td>
<td>20 (2)</td>
<td>324 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>148 (6)</td>
<td>104 (4)</td>
<td>92 (4)</td>
<td>86 (4)</td>
<td>430 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>100 (4)</td>
<td>143 (6)</td>
<td>82 (3)</td>
<td>95 (2)</td>
<td>420 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>78 (3)</td>
<td>130 (5)</td>
<td>78 (3)</td>
<td>51 (2)</td>
<td>337 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>24 (1)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>24 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>40 (2)</td>
<td>52 (2)</td>
<td>28 (2)</td>
<td>13 (1)</td>
<td>133 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>27 (1)</td>
<td>83 (3)</td>
<td>30 (1)</td>
<td>65 (3)</td>
<td>205 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>912 (43)</td>
<td>1110 (49)</td>
<td>876 (42)</td>
<td>704 (31)</td>
<td>3602 (165)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A subsample of classes (about 20% of all participating classes) was selected to participate in a structured interview during the second hour of the study in order to provide feedback about experiences during testing. Table 2 provides a summary of class participation in the structured interview process.

Table 2  
Structured interview participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device used in Classroom</th>
<th>Device used for Testing</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
<th>Year 7</th>
<th>Year 9</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBKB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Materials

Devices

Devices for the study were supplied by the participating schools. In most cases, devices were assigned to individual students. In a few cases, devices (typically desktop computers) were located within technology labs at the school. Schools were assigned to device conditions based upon the available technology. As indicated in Table 3, a range of different devices were used within each study condition.
The tests used in this study were mainly laptop devices with case-based external keyboards. In some cases the laptops were connected to a full size keyboard and external mouse. Few schools had purchased external keyboards for their tablet devices, so external keyboards were provided for 19 of the 35 classes participating in the tablet with external keyboard (TBKB) condition. These keyboards were full sized, ergonomically designed, and contained keys which provided good feedback to users.

Moreover, the keyboards were wireless, thereby allowing the tablet to be rotated if necessary. Some of the tablets used in the study were equipped with their own keyboards set within the device case. The use of external keyboards with tablets seemed to create an additional layer of technical challenge. In some situations the external keyboards did not work or stopped working during the test administration. Additionally, the external keyboard did not always over-ride the onscreen keyboard thus complicating the process of entering a response. A small number of students experienced accidental disconnection issues and needed to have their keyboards reconnected. Some of these issues were caused by students accidentally pressing the wireless function key. It is likely that many of these issues could be overcome if external keyboards were part of the school's standard equipment as they would be optimised to work with the school's devices and students would have sufficient experience to work with them appropriately.

Test forms

The tests used in this study were provided by ACARA and presented to students in their classrooms or a designated testing area, through an online test delivery system procured for the study. Table 4 shows the total number of items and distribution of item types reflected on the Reading and Numeracy test forms for each year level. Note that care was taken to include as wide a range of items as feasible, in order to collect information about the functioning of item design and graphical layout, item and item material interaction, and response types across the two assessment domains. Definitions and examples of each item type are presented in Appendices A and B.

Table 4
Test form summary for Reading and Numeracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item type</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Numeracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>Year 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple choice</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple select</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot spot</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag and drop</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline choice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short response text</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note that the iPad mini does not meet ACARA’s technical requirements for tablet screen size, but was the device available at some participating schools.
The Spelling test for all year levels consisted of nine short answer response type items requiring the entry of a single word. Each word was read to students in the context of a sentence via an audio feature within the online test delivery system. Students wore headphones during this test and could adjust the volume within the program. They were also able to replay the item as many times as they wanted.

Prior to taking the tests in each domain, students completed a practice test. The practice test consisted of nine questions which reflected most of the item types that students would encounter in the Reading, Numeracy and Spelling tests. This test was designed to be completed without any assistance from the test administrator.

### 3.4 Test administrators

Test administrators were responsible for the critical activity of recording device and item related events as they transpired in the classroom. With this in mind, the test administration contractor initiated a recruitment drive with the aim of employing test administrators with experience working in a classroom setting with primary and secondary level students. Candidates were selected on the basis of their previous experience in:

- exam invigilation,
- working with primary and secondary level students,
- data collection, particularly interviewing,
- trialling new systems and associated research activities; and
- report writing.

In recognition of the study's goal to test students across a range of devices, successful candidates were also required to:

- have strong IT skills,
- be familiar with a range of devices; and
- have IT troubleshooting experience.

Qualified test administrators attended a training session conducted by the test administration contractor. During this session the design, structure and aims of the research activity, and its data collection methods, were explained.

Training focused on:

- understanding the approved systematic observation and structured interview protocols,
- the accurate recording of information collected during observations and interviews,
- the use of the test administration contractor's data management software to record these data; and
- the use of a recording device provided for the interview sessions.
3.5 Process

Students participated in two one-hour sessions. In the first session, they responded to test questions in two of three domain areas (Reading, Numeracy, and Spelling). In the second session, about 20% of students participated in a structured interview as a follow-up to the first session. Table 5 summarises the combinations of tests and interviews delivered in schools.

**Table 5**
Summary of test sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display condition</th>
<th>Session 1</th>
<th>Session 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Form 1</td>
<td>Numeracy and Reading</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Form 2</td>
<td>Reading and Spelling</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Form 3</td>
<td>Spelling and Numeracy</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test administrators were required to arrive at the study site ahead of the session starting time to ensure that the room was set up for the tests. However, devices were only available in advance of the scheduled testing session for sites using stand-alone desktop computers. In most cases, devices were not available for set-up until students arrived for the study with either their own devices or with a portable device provided by the school.

Upon arrival, students were briefed on the purpose of the study, told how much time had been allocated to each test, and that they would be told when this time was almost finished. Students were then directed to access the testing software by entering a URL on their devices. After entering the URL to access the test delivery system, students were presented with the login screen (see Figure 1) into which they needed to enter the unique ID number and password which had been provided to them on a separate information sheet.

**Figure 1**
Login screen
After logging in, students were presented with a dashboard containing a series of icons (see Figure 2). These provided entry points to the following activities: a survey on device usage, the practice test, and the suite of tests allocated to that student ID. Students were directed to complete the survey and the practice test before beginning the domain area tests.

**Figure 2**
Student dashboard

When students had completed the practice test, they were presented with a screen (see Figure 3) which prompted them to enter a four digit PIN for the first domain area test. Once they had completed and submitted the first test, students were prompted to enter the PIN for the second test. The PIN to be used for each test was written on the board by the test administrator so that students could move onto the next test as soon as they had completed the first.

**Figure 3**
Test login screen

### 3.6 Data collection

During the test sessions, qualitative data were captured by the test administration contractor through systematic observations and structured interviews. Research protocols for both the observations and interviews were developed by the test administration contractor and were reviewed and approved by ACARA. Additionally, the test administration contractor conducted follow-up interviews with test administrators.

**Systematic observation**

The research protocols for the systematic observation included two different methods for collecting the data:
The event-frequency method required test administrators to observe as many students as possible for two thirds of the allotted time. The time-sampling method required test administrators to identify one or two students and observe them, and only them, for one third of the allocated observation time. Two separate protocols were developed for use at each year level - one for the event-frequency observation and one for the time-sampling observation. In total, test administrators completed four protocols for each testing session - two for each of the two domains tested. An example of the systematic observation protocol for the event sampling observation is presented in Appendix C.

The protocols outlined the following areas for observation:

- Navigation
- Item specific factors
- Device specific factors
- Domain specific factors
- Ergonomics.

The event frequency protocol contained fields for test administrators to use during the whole class observation period to make notes about specific observed behaviours. These fields included:

- Question number - as test administrators observed student interactions they recorded the relevant question number.
- Frequency - test administrators used hash marks to record each individual occurrence of the observed behaviour.
- Tally - test administrators totalled the number of hash marks for each observed behaviour.
- Researcher’s notes - test administrators made notes about the observed behaviours for later reference.

At the end of each protocol, test administrators were provided with a space to record any additional comments. In addition, test administrators were asked to summarise their observations using a frequency rating scale and a severity rating scale. These ratings were to be based on the tallies and notes made during the observation period. The frequency rating scale was defined as follows:

- ‘1’: No issues observed.
- ‘2’: Issues observed for only a limited number of students (e.g. around one-quarter).
- ‘3’: Issues observed for a moderate number of students (e.g. around one-half).
- ‘4’: Issues observed for most or all students.

The severity rating scale was defined as follows:

- ‘1’: Minor – causes some hesitation or slight irritation.
- ‘2’: Moderate – causes occasional task failure for some users; causes delays and moderate irritation.
- ‘3’: Critical – leads to task failure; causes user extreme irritation.

Note that severity ratings should only have been assigned if the frequency rating for a behavior was a ‘2’, ‘3’, or ‘4’. If a frequency rating of ‘1’ (no issues observed) was assigned, then there would be no severity rating for that behavior.
The protocol for the time sampling observation was very similar to that for the event frequency observation. The same four fields (question number, frequency, tally, and researcher’s notes) were provided for each behavior. The main difference was that test administrators were instructed to record an observed behavior as many times as it occurred during the observation period for the selected student rather than for the class as a whole. As with the event frequency protocol, test administrators had a space provided at the end of the time sampling protocol to record any additional comments. For the time sampling observation, test administrators were asked to summarise their observations using the severity rating scale. No summary frequency rating was provided for the time sampling observation as the frequency rating scale was defined relative to the proportion of students (limited, moderate, most or all) who were observed having the issue.

Hard copy forms were used by test administrators to record their observations. This information was later entered electronically into the test administration contractor’s data management software designed for the study.

**Structured interview**

To facilitate discussion within groups and between the interviewer and students, structured interviews consisted of a series of open-ended questions, which, apart from some domain-specific questions, were the same for each testing domain. During the interviews test administrators displayed hard copy images of the test items to facilitate student recall.

The protocols outlined the following areas for discussion:

- Navigation
- Item specific factors
- Device specific factors
- Domain specific factors
- Ergonomics.

The interviewer would prompt students by asking questions such as:

- How easy was it for you to move around the test?
- Tell me how you felt about scrolling in the passage.
- Did you know what to do with this type of question?
- Was there anything confusing?

The interviewer recorded student responses in the open spaces provided on the protocol next to each topic area. Additionally, permission had been requested to record interviews, but this was not granted by all schools.

**Follow-up interviews with test administrators**

The test administration contractor project management staff conducted exit interviews with all test administrators at the conclusion of the testing period. The aim of these interviews was to gather additional information about the data collection process and test administrators’ perspectives of students’ interactions with device types. This information was entered into the test administration contractor’s data management software to supplement the observation and interview data.
3.7 Data analyses

Qualitative data analyses

Information from the systematic observations, structured interviews, and exit interviews with test administrators was reviewed and summarised for this report using standard qualitative analysis techniques to identify relevant themes across classes and device conditions. Additionally, test administrator ratings of frequency and severity from each observed behavior have been summarised in charts to support these themes.

Psychometric data analyses

Student response data from the device effect study were collected and scored to support a set of psychometric comparisons across device conditions. Two primary sets of analyses were conducted for the Reading, Numeracy, and Spelling domains - one focusing on performance of items which involved the calibration of Rasch Model item difficulty values through the software program Conquest (Wu, Adams, & Wilson, 2007), and a second focusing on performance of students using a Generalised Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) approach. Details of the methodology used with each of these analyses are provided below.

Rasch Model item analysis

Student response data from all device conditions were calibrated simultaneously using the Conquest software program under three separate models. In the first model, item difficulty was freely estimated without regard to the testing device. This served as the baseline model and assumes no device effect. In the second model, the testing device was included as a test-level facet. A parameter was estimated which described the deviation from the baseline model item difficulty for each device condition. This model assumes a constant effect of device across all items within a test. The third model included testing the device as a facet at the item-level and allowed a unique deviation from the baseline model item difficulty for each item within each device condition. The three models are summarised as follows, where "TestC" provides the facet for device condition.

- Model 1: item
- Model 2: item + TestC
- Model 3: item + item * TestC

Note that for the Rasch analyses an attempt was made to include the full set of 3 × 3 experimental conditions but the models would not converge. Therefore only testing device is represented in this analysis. Unlike the GLMM analysis where a single data matrix was constructed for analysis, all three models were run separately across Year levels 3, 5, 7, and 9 for each domain (Reading, Numeracy, and Spelling). This yielded a total of 12 different sets of Rasch Model outputs. For Numeracy Year level 9, Model 3 (item level device effects) would not converge so results from that model are excluded for that domain/year level. Note that while results for spelling converged under each of the three models, these results were ultimately not interpretable because auto-correct and auto-complete were enabled across many student devices which invalidated the performance data results.

GLMM analysis

For each year level, student responses were submitted to a Generalised Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) analysis combining the domains of Numeracy, Reading, and Spelling. This was possible because of the pairing of test administrations across the three domains (Numeracy, Reading and Spelling) that allowed for the construction of a data matrix connecting responses of all students across the domains. In contrast to Rasch Model analyses which have the key purpose to establish a unidimensional measurement scale, the purpose of GLMM analyses are to
estimate the impact of independent variables on a dependent variable and thus the constructed data matrix was suitable for use in GLMM analyses. Additional advantage of GLMM is that it provides a method to model the impact of independent variables as fixed factors, such as item and device types and as random factors such as selection of students and students used in this study.

GLMM also provides for a straightforward comparison of models which have a different composition of random factors, fixed factors, and the interaction between these factors. To that end in each year level a set of models of increased complexities were analysed and compared. Following such model fit comparison, a single model was used to analyse the effect of fixed factors in more detail.

Where more than one model showed a statistically significant fit to the data, the model with the most parsimonious composition of fixed and random factors was selected to complete the GLMM analyses.

- **Model 1**: assumes that experimental condition (in this case the full 3x3 set of experimental conditions) is the only independent variable and that students and items are random factors.
- **Model 2**: introduces item interaction type (drag, click, etc.) as an independent variable in the model, in addition to experimental condition.
- **Model 3**: allows for an interaction between the independent variables of experimental condition and item interaction type.
- **Model 4**: adds domain as a third independent variable.
- **Model 5**: takes the nesting of items within domain into account as a random factor.
- **Model 6**: allows for all possible two-way interactions between the three independent variables (experimental condition, item interaction type, and domain).
4. Results

In the following sections, results from the psychometric analyses are presented first followed by results from the qualitative analyses. The psychometric analyses describe in which areas and to what degree device effects impacted student performance in this study. The qualitative analyses support a detailed explanation of how underlying issues may have contributed to differences in student performance across devices.

Additionally, the qualitative analyses describe challenges students had in interacting with the test content due to the software interface, the device, or the combination of these two factors. These challenges may not always have been significant enough to impact student performance but, nonetheless, should be understood and addressed when possible.

4.1 Results of psychometric analyses

Rasch analyses

Figures 4 and 5 show the test level device effects (Model 2 of the Rasch analysis) for Reading and Numeracy. There are no statistically or practically significant differences in student test performance across testing devices for Year levels 3 and 5. Larger differences were observed in student test performance for Year levels 7 and 9 in both domain areas. For Reading, the tablet condition (TB) was more difficult than the PC condition at both Years 7 and 9 (p<.05; effect size of 0.44 logits for Year 7 and 0.69 logits for Year 9). However, the results for the TBKB condition are not statistically or practically different from those from the PC condition at either year level.

Figure 4
Device effect by year level (Reading)
For Numeracy, the tablet condition was again more difficult than the PC for both year levels (p<.05; effect size of 0.23 logits for Year 7 and 0.73 logits for Year 9). The TBKB condition was not statistically or practically different from the PC condition for Year 7. While the TBKB condition was closer in difficulty to the PC condition than the TB condition at Year 9, the difference between TBKB and PC was still statistically significant for Year 9 (p<.05 with an effect size of 0.48). These results suggest that the external keyboard may benefit older students on the Reading and Numeracy tests.

**Figure 5**
Device effect by year level (Numeracy)

Evaluation of Rasch device effects for different item types revealed that using different devices had little to no impact on student performance for item types requiring click interactions (multiple choice, multiple select, and hot spot). Some very small effects were observed for drop down items (inline choice) in the Year 3 and 5 Numeracy tests (see Figure 6) favouring students testing on PC over those testing with TB or TBKB.
Larger differences in performance across devices were observed for both drag and drop and text entry items. As seen in Figures 7 and 8, the Rasch device effect for the drag and drop items appeared to favour students testing on TB in earlier Year levels (3 and 5) and students testing on PC or TBKB in later Year levels (7 and 9) - the one exception being Reading Year 3 where effects appeared to favour students testing on PC rather than TB. Results from the Rasch item analysis suggest that drag and drop items were particularly difficult for Year 7 Numeracy TB users and Year 5 Reading TBKB users.
Figure 7
Device effect for drag and drop items (Reading) (Note: Year 9 results reflect 1 item and should not be over-interpreted)

Figure 8
Device effect for drag and drop items (Numeracy)
As seen in Figures 9 and 10, the Rasch device effect for text entry items was the most consistent across year levels and domains. These items appeared most difficult for TB users in all year levels and in both the Reading and Numeracy tests. They were easiest for TBKB users in all but the Year 7 Reading test (where results were very similar across devices).

**Figure 9**
Device effect for text entry items (Reading)
GLMM analyses

The results from the GLMM analysis showed that Model 2 (which includes both experimental condition and item type as independent variables) was the most parsimonious model that fit the data for Year levels 3, 5, and 7 (chi-square of 8.91, p=.03 for Year 3; chi-square of 9.92 for Year 5, p=.02; chi-square of 27.5, p<.001 for Year 7). Model 3 (which allows an interaction between experimental condition and item type) was the most parsimonious model that fit the data for Year level 9 (chi-square of 82.2, p <.001).

To investigate and compare different conditions within and across each of the fixed factors, treatment coding was used in presented GLMM analyses. The multiple choice and TB-TB conditions were set as the base against which percentage correct in all other conditions were compared. For Year 3, the analyses showed that there were no statistically significant differences in performance across experimental conditions. The only significant difference observed at Year 3 was with regard to item type - text entry items were more difficult than multiple choice items across all devices (p<.01).

For Year 5, the analyses showed a significant main effect for experimental condition. Students who had previous experience with tablets with external keyboards and who also used them in the study (TBKB- TBKB condition) had a greater likelihood of answering items correctly than students in the TB-TB condition (p=.002). However, this same benefit was not seen for students who did not have previous experience with the external keyboards (students in the PC-TBKB and TB-TBKB conditions). Additionally, students who had previous experience with tablets with external keyboards and did not use them in the study (TBKB-TB condition), had a lower likelihood of answering items correctly than students in the TB-TB condition (p=.05). Although these effects are negligible to small in terms of the effect size (95% confidence interval of -0.76 to -0.17 logits and 0.003 to 0.74 logits, respectively), these results indicate that students with previous experience with tablet and keyboard benefit from having the keyboard in the test situation.
Results from the Year 7 analysis show a significant main effect for both item type and experimental condition. With regard to item type, text entry and drag and drop items were difficult than multiple choice items across all devices (p<.001 and p<.02, respectively). With regard to experimental condition, students who did not have experience the external keyboard with tablets, but were asked to use it in the study (TB-TKB condition) had significantly lower correct response rates than students in the TB-TB condition (p<.001; small to moderate effect with 95% confidence interval ranging from 0.39 to 1.09 logits). Students in the PC-PC condition also had significantly lower correct response rates than students in the TB-TB condition (p=.04), but these results were of negligible effect size (95% confidence interval ranging from 0.006 to 0.50 logits).

For Year 9, there was a significant interaction between item type and experimental condition. Drop down items (inline choice) were easier for students in some experimental conditions (PC-PC, p<.001; PC- TKB, p=.04; TB-PC, p<.001) than they were for students in the TB-TB condition. Drag and drop items were easier for students in the TBKB-TBKB condition than they were for students in the TB-TB condition (p=.005). Text entry items were more difficult for students in the PC-TB condition than in the TB-TB condition (p=.04) and easier for students in the PC-TBKB condition than in the TB-TB condition (p=.04). Both of these results suggest that there may be some benefit to having the external keyboard for drag and drop and text entry items.

In summary, the GLMM analysis provides some evidence that having the external keyboard with the tablet can benefit student performance if students are familiar with that configuration. Students in the TBKB-TBKB condition outperformed students in the TB-TB condition overall at year 5 and for drag and drop and text entry items at year 9. Additionally students in the PC-TBKB condition outperformed students in the TB-TB condition for year 9. For all but this last finding, familiarity with the external keyboard was important to be able to realise an increase in performance as students in the PC-TBKB and TB-TBKB conditions did not see this same benefit. Outside of these findings for the external keyboard, effects of device on student performance (overall, by domain, or by item type at other year levels) were largely absent from the results.

Summary of psychometric results

Table 6 provides a high level summary of the results of the Rasch analyses for Reading and Numeracy relative to device effects across domains and year levels. Overall, these results show that there are effectively no differences in student performance across devices for Years 3 and 5. Additionally, these results show fairly consistent evidence that the PC was easier than the TB for students in Years 7 and 9. However, in almost all cases, the TBKB produced comparable results to the PC for students in Years 7 and 9. Importantly, the GMM analyses which investigated the impact of deliberate manipulation and control of familiarity with the test devices unambiguously showed that the familiarity with the test device, rather than the device itself, is the key factor impacting student interaction with online tests. The GLMM analyses provide support for the benefit provided by the external keyboard to student performance, but again suggest that familiarity with the external keyboard is important to be able to realise this benefit.

Table 6
Summary of device effects in psychometric analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
<th>Year 7</th>
<th>Year 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Nodifference</td>
<td>Nodifference</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB same as PC</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB same as PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>Nodifference</td>
<td>Nodifference</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB same as PC</td>
<td>PC easier than TB; TBKB closer to PC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Results of qualitative analyses

Figure 11 shows the frequency ratings for behaviours observed during the event frequency (whole class) observation period, aggregated across all factors evaluated in the study. Across all device conditions, very few issues were noted by test administrators. A frequency rating of 'no issues observed' was given for 68-75% of the observations. A frequency rating of 'moderate' or 'most or all' was only given for 4-8% of the observations. This suggests that for the most part students completed their tests without issue. There were slightly more issues observed for TB and TBKB conditions than for the PC condition, but these differences are relatively small.

Figure 12 shows the severity ratings for behaviours observed during both the event frequency (whole class) and time sampling (individual student) observation periods, aggregated across all factors evaluated in the study. Severity ratings were only provided for the relatively small proportion of observations where issues were observed (approximately 25% to 33% of observations). In some cases, this was a very small number of observations (as few as four) and, as such, severity ratings should not be over-interpreted. A relatively small proportion of issues had severity ratings of 'moderate' or 'critical'. Severity ratings were slightly higher for TB than for PC and highest for TBKB.

**Figure 11**
Frequency ratings aggregated across all factors (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)
Figure 12
Severity ratings aggregated across all factors (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)

Across all device conditions, frequency ratings indicated issues were observed less than 1/3 of the time. When an issue was observed, a rating of ‘minor’ severity was given more than 2/3 of the time. Taken together, this means that issues which were of moderate or critical severity were observed for approximately 11% of the observations (1/3 frequency * 1/3 severity). While patterns in both the frequency and severity of issues reported do show some differences across devices, the overall small prevalence and magnitude of issues suggests that device effects, when present, were not widespread or large, but instead were isolated to functionality with specific item types or device features.

Figure 13 overlays frequency and severity ratings across device conditions and year levels for all behaviours rated during the event sampling (whole class) observation period. To simplify interpretation, the ratings in this chart are dichotomised relative to each rating scale. The frequency ratings shown in this figure reflect the percent of observations with a rating of ‘2-limited’, ‘3-moderate’, or ‘4-most or all’. In other words, the issue is observed (rating of 2, 3 or 4) rather than not observed (rating of 1). The severity ratings shown in this figure reflect the percent of observations with a rating of ‘2-moderate’ or ‘3-critical’. In other words, the issue severity is not minor (rating of 2 or 3) rather than minor (rating of 1).
In reviewing the data in Figure 13, four zones emerge relative to the observed behaviours. Zone 1 reflects the lowest frequency and severity ratings. Zone 4 reflects the highest frequency and observation ratings.

See Appendix C for an example of the observation protocol which provides a detailed description of each of the behaviours reflected in this figure. Note that many of these behaviours are inter-related such that some behaviours may have been observed at an elevated level of frequency or severity in response to other behaviours. For example, challenges with drag and drop items or reading passages may have led students to demonstrate greater use of pinch and zoom. The remaining sections within the qualitative results will describe the issues observed within Zones 3 and 4 in greater detail and will reflect on differences across devices for these behaviours as well as how different device interactions may have been used by students in response to these issues. Specifically, the following topics will be reviewed in more detail.

- Navigation between items
- Reading passages and interface
- Writing and keyboards
- Spelling audio items and headphones
- Results by item type
  - Click interactions (multiple choice, multiple select, and hot spot)
  - Inline choice (drop down) items
  - Drag and drop items
  - Text entry items
• General device interactions

While these discussions may focus on the challenges students encountered and the differences across devices, it should be noted that the overall results demonstrate that students were largely successful in engaging with the test content and that device effects were minimal.

Navigation between items

Figures 14 and 15 show the frequency and severity ratings across all domains and year levels for navigation within the test. This includes use of the next and previous buttons to move from one item to the next, use of the item number toolbar to move from one item to the next, use of the flag and review buttons, and any navigation that exited students from the testing application. Issues with navigation were more frequently noted in the TBKB condition than either the TB or PC conditions with 23% of test administrators indicating that navigation issues occurred for a moderate number of students or for most or all students. The severity of issues with navigation was also greater with TBKB than with the TB or PC conditions with approximately half of the issues observed with the TBKB condition classified as moderate or critical compared with 20% or fewer of the issues in the other device conditions.

Figure 14
Frequency ratings for navigation (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)
Across all devices, most students were able to problem-solve many of the issues encountered with navigation during the tests. Students were observed to develop and employ strategies which worked best for them - though there were frequently tradeoffs of time, efficiency, and visibility of content. Although most students said that navigating the tests was not confusing, some students said that “it wasn't as easy to use as it could be”. Figure 16 provides a sample screenshot (shown with a Spelling item) of the test interface showing the navigation controls. The Reading, Numeracy, and Spelling domains each contained the same general controls for navigating between items - the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons at the bottom of the screen as well as the item tool bar at the top of the screen (this allowed navigation to a specific item).

**Figure 16**
Navigation controls within the test interface
The Reading interface, as shown in Figure 17, had a panel to the left of the item which contained the text of the reading passage. Students could use the blue expansion tab or the ‘Show resource’ button to expand the passage text across the screen for easier viewing. When the passage text was expanded the ‘Show resource’ button was replaced with a ‘Hide resource’ button.

**Figure 17**
Reading interface with passage panel minimised

Across all devices students found the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons easy to use, but thought that the item toolbar functionality was not intuitive. In many cases students only began using this toolbar after its function was explained to them. Test administrators observed that TB and TBKB tended to use both the item toolbar and the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons to navigate between items, while PC users generally used only the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons. PC users tended to use the item toolbar only when they wanted to return to specific questions.

Although presenting a more intuitive navigation control than the item toolbar, access to the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons was a concern for students within the Numeracy and Reading tests. For Numeracy, the large size of some items meant that the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons were not always visible on the screen without scrolling. Some TB and TBKB users resolved this by using pinch and zoom (zooming out so as to see everything) or by rotating the tablet from landscape to portrait orientation to allow more vertical space. However, the trade off for either of these solutions was a reduction in the size of the item text and in the response features of some item types. Additionally, test administrators observed that some Year 3 and Year 5 students had difficulty controlling the degree of zoom, which frequently exacerbated the navigation issues or created different issues in viewing the items. Test administrators also noted that some Year 3 students in the TB and TBKB conditions would accidentally select the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons while trying to scroll to see the item content.

Students encountered the same issues relative to the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons with the Reading tests as they did with the Numeracy tests. However, in most cases it was the reading passage that caused the scrolling rather than the item itself. The reading passage did not scroll independently of the item as a whole. Therefore, when the passage text was lengthy, the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons were pushed “down the page” such that they were only visible when students had scrolled to the end of the passage.

This frequently resulted in students losing visibility of the item itself - scrolling so much that the item was no longer visible in the right hand panel. Therefore, when students did select ‘Next,’ they had no visual feedback as to whether or not they had moved on to the next item. The right hand panel appeared blank before and still appeared blank. This seemed to cause confusion, as students would have to scroll back up to confirm if they had
successfully moved on to the next item. As with the Numeracy test, students in the TB and TBKB conditions attempted the same solutions of zooming out to see the entire item and rotating the tablet from landscape to portrait. However, given the larger degree of scrolling with the reading passages, these approaches tended to be less successful and the reduction to item and passage text was greater. As with Numeracy, Year 7 and 9 students generally found the zoom function to be helpful in managing the complexities of this navigation, but some Year 3 and 5 students encountered issues with controlling the zoom in these navigation processes.

Navigation issues were largely not observed on the Spelling test because the item content was relatively compact and students did not need to scroll, zoom, or change tablet orientation to view all the components of the item and response area.

Reading passages

Figures 18 and 19 show the frequency and severity ratings across all year levels for observed issues with reading passages. This includes:

- difficulty seeing the item and passage at the same time,
- difficulty using the expansion tab to minimise or expand the reading passage,
- difficulty using the 'Show/Hide resource' button to minimise or expand the reading passage,
- difficulty scrolling to read the passage and/or excessive scrolling; and
- the need to enlarge or zoom in on the passage text.

Across all devices, issues with reading passages were observed at a higher rate (in 43-54% of the observations) than with the overall frequency rating across behaviors (see Figure 18). Additionally, issues with reading passages were noted somewhat more frequently in the TB and TBKB conditions than in the PC conditions. This suggests that the reading passage interface was challenging for students across all device conditions, but may have been more challenging for students in the TB and TBKB conditions. The severity rating for observed issues was higher for the TBKB condition than for the TB or PC conditions.
Figure 18
Frequency ratings for reading passages (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)

Figure 19
Severity ratings for reading passages (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)
Across all devices, most students disliked that they could no longer see the item after using the expansion tab to enlarge a passage. These students said that it was difficult to keep the item in their head while reading the passage and that they would prefer to read the passage and see the item at the same time. Preferably, the passage and item would sit side by side on the screen so that they could glance between the two when necessary. Additionally, some passages were initially presented to students in an expanded format. This meant that the first item relating to the passage was obscured and some students did not realise that they needed to hide the passage resource in order to get to the first item. Consequently, after reading the passage these students pressed ‘Next’ which took them to the second item. Once they became aware of the problem most students looked for the obscured item before advancing through ‘Next’.

Students did not consistently use the expansion tab and the ‘Show/Hide resource’ button to expand and minimise the reading passage text. This was especially problematic for lengthier passages where the expansion controls were not always visible on the students’ screens due to scrolling out of view. Students in the TB and TBKB conditions were frequently observed leaving the passage minimised in the left hand panel and using pinch and zoom to enlarge their view of the passage. Students in the PC condition were more likely to use the expansion tab to enlarge the passages.

The degree of readability for the reading passage had a direct relationship to the option students chose to enlarge the passage. Readability was improved when students used the expansion tab or ‘Show/Hide resource’ button to expand the passage text to full size. Students who opted to zoom in on the passage text in the left hand panel had several challenges. Some Year 3 students made multiple attempts at adjusting the zoom which was often time consuming. Additionally, when TB users with low resolution screens enlarged a passage it became blurred. Lastly some students said they became confused when using the zoom, as it caused them to lose their place in the passage.

Some of the Year 7 and 9 students in the TB and TBKB conditions were observed ‘swiping’ across the screen to toggle between the expanded passage view and the item. This made it easier for these students to refer back and forth between the text and the question. While this strategy was most common with older students, some Year 3 students also used ‘swipe’ to switch back and forth between the passage and the item.

Across devices many students chose to read the passage text from the left hand panel without attempting to expand or enlarge it. This was despite the fact that they did not appear comfortable reading the very small font in some of the passages. Some Year 3 students who did not expand the text were observed answering the questions without having read the passage. When asked about this they said that the print was too small for them to read the passage properly.

**Keyboards**

Figures 20 and 21 show the frequency and severity ratings across all year levels for issues observed with the device keyboard. For the TB condition, this was the onscreen keyboard. For the TBKB and PC conditions this was the external keyboard. Issues with keyboard usage were observed somewhat more frequently in the TB and TBKB condition than in the PC condition. The severity rating for observed issues was highest for the TBKB condition, with more than half of the observed issues identified during the whole class observation indicated as ‘moderate’ or ‘critical’.
Figure 20
Frequency ratings for keyboard usage (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)

Figure 21
Severity ratings for keyboard usage (Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding)
Spelling

Figures 22 and 23 show the frequency and severity ratings across all year levels for issues observed with the audio functionality in the Spelling test. This includes challenges with playing or replaying the audio file, concerns with volume control, or excessive replay of the audio files by students. Interestingly, issues were more frequently observed with the PC condition than with the TB or TBKB conditions. The TB condition had the fewest issues observed, though some of these issues were observed for most or all students. The severity of issues was also greater for the TB condition with higher percentages of ‘critical’ issues observed than with the other device conditions.

Figure 22
Frequency ratings for audio functionality for spelling
Students generally said that they felt comfortable about doing the Spelling test online and could see that it would not be possible to do this type of test using pen and paper. Question 9 of the practice test illustrated how the audio function worked for the Spelling test. In encountering this item some students found that their device was on mute, or that their headphones were not connected properly, or simply did not work. It was beneficial to have had the opportunity to rectify this before the actual test.

On TB and TBKB devices the play button was too small for some users. These users needed to press multiple times to get their response to register. In some cases students’ fingers obscured the play button. This was especially the case if TB devices were used in the portrait position. Otherwise, the audio function was described as easy to use. About a third of students said that they replayed the file when necessary and that they liked this feature. About 10% of students said that they adjusted the volume during the test. Most of these students were using tablets. Several students said that they had difficulties with audio clarity, noting that some words sounded louder or softer than others. They also mentioned a background crackling noise and that the highest volume setting was not loud enough. Some also felt that the voice mumbled at times and that the accent interfered with their understanding of the word. While students who raised these issues were able to complete the test, most said that they strained to hear the recording and often needed to replay it. Others said that they could not hear the word well enough and felt that they could be making errors as a result of this.

**Headphones**

Headphones were used during the Spelling test to listen to the audio. Across all devices, test administrators noted four main issues relating to headphone use. Firstly, some headphones did not work and had to be replaced. Secondly, some classes had mechanical problems with the headphones such as connection in the wrong socket or loose connection in the socket. Thirdly, poor quality headphones affected some students’ ability to hear the audio recording. Students adjusted to this by replaying the recording. The quality of headphones impacted on a few students’ ability to hear clearly, but not enough for them to need to have them replaced.
Lastly, some headphones were too large and uncomfortable for some Year 3 students.

**Results by item type**

In each item type some of the items spanned more than one page and hence involved scrolling or zooming before students could read the item in its entirety. Students on each of the device types said this impacted their ability to respond effectively and efficiently. All item types required accurate positioning of the cursor, finger or stylus before a student could click, locate, drag and drop, or enter a response. The capacity to answer each item type depended on good screen visibility. A PC with a large screen, full sized keyboard and an external mouse was judged by students and observers as the easiest to use with all item types. However, this was sometimes only marginally easier than using a TB or TBKB (as with drag and drop items).

The practice test was intended to familiarise students with the functionality of various item type interactions. The content of the practice items, however, was typically very easy and as a result did not expose students to the full range of item interactions. Specifically, students claimed that they needed more information about drag and drop functions (e.g. actions needed to change answers), inline choice/drop down item functionality (e.g. the use of the arrow to select/change responses), and text entry items (e.g. how different responses would be marked relative to capitalisation, abbreviations, etc.). It is likely that a more robust tutorial and practice opportunity prior to assessment would have improved student interactions with item types across all devices.

**Click item types**

In general, students found click item interactions (multiple choice, multiple select, and hot spot) easy to use across all devices. For the most part, students displayed an adequate proficiency using the external mouse, touchpad, or with ‘finger-as-pointer’ to select responses to these items. The slight amount of extra effort required to select responses for TB and TBKB users did not seem to impact student performance on these item types.

Multiple choice items made up 75% of all Reading items and 25% of all Numeracy items on the study test forms. Students knew what to do with the familiar multiple choice item type. Although TB and TBKB users generally had little difficulty managing the touch screen interactions required for multiple choice items, some were noted having difficulty at times selecting the radio button precisely. Some Year 3 students accidentally triggered the zoom function when they tapped the screen twice. In some multiple choice items, not all of the options were visible on the screen at once which made answering these items harder for all device users.

Approximately 10% of items within the Reading and Numeracy tests were multiple select items. As with multiple choice items, most students knew what to do with the multiple select items. Issues with student responses for this item type generally stemmed from failure to read directions closely (not realising they should have selected more than one response) rather than from user interface or device interactions. However, observers noted some issues with the scrolling function. This was especially the case where some answer choices may not have been visible on one page (perhaps exacerbating the issue of students not realising that they should select more than one response), and where the font size was too small to read easily.

Hot spot items made up a relatively small proportion (approximately 1%) of items on the Reading and Numeracy tests. All device users were able to respond easily to the hotspot items. The size of each of the ‘hot’ areas also made this easy for TB and TBKB users. Some students, however, said that they were unsure of how to deselect their initial response and choose another. Additionally, some hot spot interactions did not highlight or provide feedback that the response had been selected.
**Inline Choice**

Figures 24 and 25 show the frequency and severity ratings across all year levels for issues observed with inline choice items. Issues were more frequently observed in the TB and TBKB conditions than in the PC condition. In addition the severity ratings tended to be higher for the TB and TBKB conditions than for the PC condition.

**Figure 24**
Frequency ratings for inline choice items

![Bar chart showing frequency ratings for inline choice items across TB, TBKB, and PC conditions.](chart.png)
Most PC users had little difficulty with inline choice items and some said that they preferred this item type to the drag and drop items. Test administrators noted that PC mouse users selected their choice more accurately from the drop down menu than did TB and TBKB users. TB and TBKB users had some challenges with the size of the inline choice/drop down menu field. These students reported using the pinch and zoom function to enlarge the menu field so they could read the options clearly and thus make an accurate choice. TB and TBKB users said that to make accurate selections they needed to spend time focusing carefully on the drop down menu. Additionally, the onscreen keyboard often popped up on TB and occasionally on some TBKB devices when students tried to open the choice menu. As a result some students attempted to type their answer into the open space rather than selecting a response from the menu. This observation, in particular, may explain why the Rasch analyses showed that the relative difficulty of inline choice items was greater for students in the TB condition than in the TBKB and PC conditions. It is not that the type of keyboard directly impacted student performance on this item type, but rather, that technical issues with the item interacted with the onscreen keyboard. Lastly, some TB and TBKB users accidentally hit the ‘Previous’ button as a consequence of its proximity to the inline choice interaction (see Figure 26).
Drag and drop

Figures 27 and 28 show the frequency and severity ratings across all year levels for issues observed with drag and drop items. Across all devices, issues with drag and drop items were observed at a higher rate (in 46-62% of the observations) than with the overall frequency rating across behaviours (see Figure 11 earlier in the document). Additionally, issues were more frequently observed in the TB and TBKB conditions than in the PC conditions. The severity of issues tended to be somewhat greater in the TB condition than the PC condition and greatest in the TBKB condition.
Figure 27
Frequency ratings for drag and drop items

Figure 28
Severity ratings for drag and drop items
This item type was the most problematic of all the item types presented to students in this study. Across all devices, students asserted that they found the drag and drop functionality “frustrating, time consuming and difficult to use” and noted that this item type was “time consuming, irritating and required too many actions to achieve the goal”. Additionally, many students were initially unaware of how to change their response. Some students said that it was confusing to have to return an incorrect response to the grey area before selecting the next choice. They also commented on the time required to change a choice once it had been dropped. Students suggested that an ‘undo last action’ button be installed to assist with changing responses. Several students said that it was ‘tedious and time consuming’ to enter more than four choices/entries. For example, Year 7 Numeracy item 17 required a small square to be dropped 15 times into the small drop zones of a column graph. Students suggested that the lower part of the column self-populate once the highest value is entered.

Although this item type was difficult for students across all devices, there were specific challenges with these items for students in the TB and TBKB conditions. Observers noted several possible reasons for this:

- Students’ fingers sometimes obscured the draggers and the drop zone.
- Students were unable to see the drop zone after zooming in on the dragger.
- Multiple attempts were required to drop the dragger accurately into the drop zone (e.g. TB users said that their choices would not drop properly into the pie graph).
- The draggers and/or drop zones were sometimes too small (see Figure 29).
- The draggers and/or drop zones were sometimes positioned too close together (see Figure 29).

**Figure 29**
Drag and drop item with size and spacing issues
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Students in the TB and TBKB conditions found it very difficult to select small ‘draggers’ with their fingers and hold onto them while dragging them to the drop zone when their fingers obscured the dragger. In an effort to work around these issues, students would often zoom in to make the draggers and drop zones appear larger. However, students could not always release the dragger into the drop zone when they were zoomed in.

Students in the PC condition (especially students in Years 3 and 5) had challenges when an item required them to scroll between draggers and drop zone. Students using an external mouse had to hold the dragger by keeping the left mouse button pressed while using the mouse scrolling wheel. Students using a touch pad had to keep hold of the dragger by pressing on the touch pad while using the arrow keys to scroll. Although students generally managed to drag and drop their choices into the selected space, many said that it took multiple attempts to do so.

**Text entry**

Figures 30 and 31 show the frequency and severity ratings across all year levels for issues observed with text entry items. This includes short and extended response text entry items. Issues were observed somewhat more frequently for students in the TB condition than for students in the TBKB or PC conditions. However, the severity of issues was greater for students in the TBKB condition than in the TB or PC conditions.

**Figure 30**
Frequency ratings for text entry items
Across all devices, text entry for the short response spelling items was straightforward with no scrolling or zooming generally required. Students said that the text boxes were large enough to enter each word. For extended response items, students generally thought that there was enough space to write a response, however some students in the TB condition noted that the onscreen keyboard sometimes obscured part of this space.

Most students knew how to enter their response using the keyboard although some students did not initially know how to delete or edit their responses. Younger students were at a wide range of developmental stages in terms of their ability to use the keyboard to enter responses. Some Year 3 PC users said that they were comfortable using the full sized keyboards with large keys to enter their responses. Others were unfamiliar with the keyboard and had to locate keys one at a time. Some Year 5 students said they preferred to type rather than hand-write their response, while others said they lacked keyboard skills. Proficient keyboard skills underpinned Year 9 students’ ability to deal this item type.

**General device interactions**

**PCs**

Students who used an external mouse during the tests said that it was particularly helpful with drag and drop items, ‘click responses’ and navigation. Touchpads proved a challenge for students especially when they were unfamiliar with them. Students who were less familiar with touchpads reported that they would lose the cursor or would not be able to get the cursor to go where they wanted. Additionally, novice touchpad users said they had difficulty using it to scroll the page up to be able to see the available options. However, students who were more proficient in using the touchpad did not have the same issues with accuracy and speed. Furthermore, students who used both hands on the touchpad were much more efficient than those using one finger.
Tablets

Consistent with previous research, most students seemed to prefer using their TB or TBKB in landscape orientation. However, landscape orientation often resulted in ‘whole-of-page’ visibility issues and some students rotated their tablets to portrait orientation to improve visibility. This created other issues such as smaller font size and an increased need to zoom to enlarge the text and other item features. In some cases, once students had rotated their tablet to portrait orientation they kept it that way for the remainder of the testing session. In other cases, students would switch between landscape and portrait positions depending upon the specific needs of each item. Students in the TBKB condition kept their tablets in landscape orientation more often than students in the TB condition due to restrictions presented by the tablet stand or case.

TB and TBKB students were observed using their devices in a variety of positions. Some TB users used their device on its stand. Others generally used the device while it was flat on the desk or rested it on the desk while holding the device in their hands. To provide a slight angle, tablets were observed propped up within, or on, the device’s carrying case. Those who preferred a more vertical angle used their magnetic flip screen cover as a stand. Some TB users worked with their tablets on their laps. In a small number of cases students held the tablet up with one hand and used the other hand to interact with the items (students noted that this was easier if the device was in portrait orientation). The TBKB condition offered somewhat fewer device positioning options due to the presence of the external keyboard and the tablet stand or case. However, during the Reading and Numeracy tests some TBKB users either removed their detachable keyboard, or disengaged their wireless keyboard in order to use the tablet on their laps. The variety in device positioning observed in this study was somewhat greater than what had been observed in previous research.

Students did not always keep the same device positioning throughout the test. TB users at all levels changed the position of their device throughout the testing period to suit personal preferences and the requirements of each test. By contrast, TBKB users across all levels and tests made fewer changes to the position of their device throughout the testing period than TB users.

Students in the TB and TBKB conditions had mixed feelings about using their fingers to interact with the test content. While some students said that it was easy, others thought this made it difficult to select elements accurately and noted that their finger sometimes obscured key parts of the screen. Additionally, students (especially younger students) were observed to trigger functions accidentally in the text due to spurious touches or imprecise selection. Students in the TBKB condition had slightly more challenges using their fingers to interact with the test content than students in the TB condition. This may have been due to the requirement to transition between the touchscreen and the external keyboard.

In contrast to previous research, students in this study made fairly heavy use of pinch and zoom functionality across most domain areas to help them manage the visibility of test content. This was especially the case when content involved panels which had to be expanded or minimised or when scrolling was required to see all parts of the item. Pinch and zoom was often preferred to using the controls built into the user interface. Students did not report using pinch and zoom within the Spelling domain. This is likely to be due to the fact that there were significantly fewer issues with visibility of the test content in the Spelling domain.

While pinch and zoom provided a popular mechanism for students at all year levels to manage the test content on screen, the degree of success and challenge students had with this feature varied. Younger students generally made greater use of the pinch and zoom feature than did older students. They were, however, more often observed having difficulty controlling the zoom than the older students. Specifically, some of the younger students said that they sometimes had difficulty controlling the zoom feature as it would ‘zoom out’ when the screen was tapped twice. Additionally, some students at all year levels said that it was difficult to relocate to the
question if they zoomed out too far. Lastly, image quality was an issue when using the pinch and zoom feature, in that some images became fuzzy and unclear when enlarged.

**Ergonomics**

Feedback from PC users at all levels and in all domains indicated fewer problems relating to fatigue or strain from device usage than with TB and TBKB users. Specifically, PC users preferred looking at the screen at eye level rather than having to look down at a screen. These students reported that being able to use an external keyboard and mouse was generally comfortable and did not result in physical strain.

The most common problem reported by tablet users was the small font. The need to squint, problems with eye strain, and concerns about small and fuzzy font (particularly relating to the reading stimulus) were reported at all year levels. The use of a smaller screen increased the incidence of students reading very close to the screen (especially for Year 3 students). As the amount of text increased across year levels, the issue with small font size become more pronounced. Students in Years 7 and 9, however, were more proficient in their ability to use device features to overcome some of these problems than younger students.

A small number of students in the TB and TBKB conditions complained about screen glare, while others were observed using low levels of screen brightness. Some Year 3 students reported that their chairs were uncomfortable or were set at the wrong height. This could indicate a mismatch between the physical configuration of the classroom space for daily activities and the ergonomic needs of specific device use for extended periods of time. Some students indicated that they stretched to relieve muscle tiredness. Others noted that they had been taught to stretch regularly while working with electronic devices in order to overcome tiredness.

**Year Level**

The range of computing skills within each year level varied considerably. At all year levels there were students who were confident device users and prepared to problem-solve any issue they encountered. However, Year 3 students stood out from the other year levels in regard to the additional time required for them to understand the unfamiliar device features. Compared with students in the other year levels, Year 3 students generally:

- needed more time to become familiar with their device and its specific features, the testing interface and how to navigate the testing program (frequently asking the test administrator for assistance),
- had more difficulties positioning the cursor on a touchscreen device and would have liked the option of using a stylus,
- were slower to enter text due to their lack of keyboard familiarity and skills,
- more frequently lost control of the zoom function and had difficulty finding their place on the page,
- more frequently triggered the zoom or other functions with their finger accidentally,
- were more surprised by, and less able to deal with, any unexpected technical or device related issues when they arose; and
- more frequently used invalid actions on their device such as trying to swipe a passage to close it, or using the ‘Enter’ button to try and advance to the next item.

At other year levels, where students encountered similar issues relating to devices, they were better equipped to deal with them due to greater proficiency with electronic devices and digital interfaces in general.
**Device Familiarity**

Participating classrooms were categorised as to whether or not they had prior experience using TB, TBKB, or PC in classroom activities. Observer frequency and severity ratings were compared for those instances where the testing device matched the device used in the classroom and those where it did not. Overall results were very similar between classes familiar with and unfamiliar with the testing device. There was, however, some reduction in the observation of issue frequency and severity for classes familiar with the device in areas identified as challenging for students. This suggests that increased exposure to the testing device could ameliorate many of the issues observed.

Specifically, classes familiar with the testing device tended to have fewer observed issues with:

- general navigation,
- reading passages,
- onscreen keyboard (for TB); and
- drag-and-drop and text entry items.

Additionally, classes familiar with the testing device tended to have less severe issues with:

- general navigation,
- reading passages,
- external keyboard,
- drag-and-drop and text entry items,
- using the finger as a pointer; and
- tablet stands/cases (for TBKB).

Interestingly, classes familiar with the tablet with an external keyboard tended to have more issues with the onscreen keyboard than those who were not familiar with the external keyboard. This suggests that once students become familiar with the external keyboard, it may be preferable to the onscreen keyboard.

5. **Conclusions**

5.1 **Summary of findings**

Overall results from both psychometric and qualitative analyses support the conclusion that device effects, when present, are not pervasive but are centered on specific item types, interactions, or interfaces and affected by device familiarity or experience level with online testing. The salient factors relative to the observation of device effects appear to be:

- use of and familiarity with an external keyboard (especially for older students),
- amount of scrolling required by the test domain interfaces (especially for Reading),
- specific characteristics of drag and drop items; and
- general familiarity with the device, test interface, and item interactions.
The Rasch analyses generally found no difference in performance across device conditions for Years 3 and 5 for Reading and Numeracy. There were differences observed when comparing PC to TB for Years 7 and 9 (favouring PC) but these differences were largely mitigated through the use of an external keyboard, such that performance in the PC and TBKB conditions was generally not significantly different. These results seem to be driven by text entry items where the external keyboard appeared to have a positive impact on performance. The GLMM analyses additionally suggest that students who were already familiar with external keyboards were potentially disadvantaged by not having access to one during testing.

The frequency and severity ratings from the observation data were often higher for the TBKB condition than for the TB condition which, in contrast to the psychometric results, suggests potential concerns with the use of external keyboards. However, test administrators reported that external keyboards had compatibility issues with some of the tablets that may have made certain tablet functions (e.g. touch screen interactions, tablet rotation, etc.) more challenging. Additionally, the test interface was not optimised for tablet use and the complexity of interactions required to navigate within the interface while at the same time interacting with the external keyboard may have had a negative impact on student experiences. Both of these factors combine to make it difficult to disentangle the effect of using an external keyboard from other concomitant variables which influenced the usability and utility of the external keyboard. If schools had more opportunity to test external keyboards with their tablets, students were provided with more experience using the external keyboard, and the test interface was optimised for tablet interactions, observations might have yielded different outcomes.

Another salient factor relevant to the observation of device effects in this study was the amount of scrolling required by the test interface in each domain. In general, the amount of scrolling required to see each item in its entirety as well as to be able to access the navigation controls (within an item as well as between items) was a concern across all domains except for Spelling, where scrolling was generally not observed so long as the devices met technology requirements for screen size. Vertical scrolling was present in Numeracy due, in large part, to the size of the items and the need to display graphic materials (e.g. tables, charts, etc.) along with item stems and response options. In addition, Numeracy tests reflected the greatest number and widest variety of Technology Enhanced Items (TEIs) of any domain in the study and, therefore, tended to have complex response formats which consumed more space.

While Reading did not have the same ‘item size’ issues observed in Numeracy, scrolling issues were likely exacerbated by the test interface for displaying reading passage text. Specifically, the length of reading passages introduced scrolling effects that made it difficult for some students to toggle back and forth between the question/response area in the right-hand panel and the stimulus material (reading passage) in the left-hand panel. As a result, students did not consistently use the intended controls (expansion tab and the ‘Show/Hide resource’ button) to expand and minimise the stimulus materials. Instead, students in the TB and TBKB conditions were frequently observed leaving the left hand panel minimised and using pinch and zoom to enlarge their view of the stimulus material. Alternatively, students who did use the intended controls to expand/minimise the stimulus materials frequently had to rotate their tablets from landscape to portrait orientation or scroll extensively to be able to access them.

The frequency of use of pinch-and-zoom and screen rotation was observed at a higher rate in this study than had been observed in previous research (Davis, 2013; Davis, Strain-Seymour, & Gay, 2013). This further highlights that the test interfaces may not have been ideal for use with tablets. If, however, the test interface were improved and optimised across devices, the need for these actions could be significantly reduced. This might further improve comparability of student experiences across devices by reducing the frustration and effort involved in these additional steps.
The Spelling test generally offered the most usable and efficient interface for students of all the domains included in the study. Issues related to headset and audio configuration were, for the most part, well managed and did not impact the student testing experience. Some students were challenged by the clarity and volume of the audio recording, but most were able to manage this with the controls provided.

Psychometric analyses consistently revealed differences in performance across devices for drag and drop items in both the Reading and Numeracy domains. The device effect for the drag and drop items appeared to favour students testing on TB in earlier Year levels (3 and 5) and students testing on PC or TBKB in later Year levels (7 and 9)—though it is unclear as to why performance on drag and drop items would have been improved by the addition of an external keyboard. The observation data confirmed that the drag and drop item type presented the most difficulties for students of any item type included in the study.

This was particularly true for TB and TBKB users and for non-proficient touchpad users. These issues were encountered when the draggers and/or drop zones were small, when large numbers of dragging actions were required, and when the drop zone was out of sight or too close to the navigation buttons.

Student familiarity with the device used in testing was another salient issue and reduced the frequency and severity of issues observed in many of the key areas where challenges were observed. Test administrators observed fewer issues when the methods for text input (onscreen or external keyboard) or object selection/manipulation (finger, mouse, or touchpad) was familiar to students. In addition, familiarity with the specific test interface and item interactions is also important. While the practice test was intended to familiarise students with the overall test interface and functionality of various item type interactions, the practice test in this study was quite brief (only 9 questions) and did not give students a sufficient opportunity to become comfortable with the test interface and item interactions. It is likely that a more robust tutorial and practice opportunity prior to assessment would have improved student interactions with item types across all devices.

The lack of differences in performance across devices for students at Years 3 and 5 might seem surprising given that younger students have less experience with testing, in general, have less well developed motor skills which can impact their ability to precisely control the testing interface, and generally lack experience with text entry. Certainly, these findings stand in contrast to the observational data for Year 3 students in the current study as well as to prior research (Strain-Seymour and Davis, 2013; Davis, 2013) which both show that younger students are more likely to encounter usability issues, less able to recover from these issues, and less likely to persist and try different approaches than older students. However, younger students are also likely to have grown up in environments where digital devices of all types are ubiquitous. An 8-year old Year 3 student has not lived in a world without the iPhone. Certainly many parents have had the experience of their own children being more facile with a device than they are. Perhaps this saturation of technology throughout early childhood development has supported a plasticity or resilience in younger students that helps them to overcome barriers even while simultaneously being more aware of them.

With specific regard to text entry, digital text entry on any device tends to be a less familiar task for younger students than for older students. This makes text entry items challenging for younger students regardless of device and, consequently, makes it less likely that differences across devices would be observed.

ACARA is confident that the information provided in this study will allow construction of a NAPLAN online assessment that accounts for any incidental overall device effects assuming student familiarity with the online platform and the device used for the assessment.
5.2 Recommendations

Within this section, recommendations are made that are intended to support successful student interactions across a range of devices by addressing the salient factors identified in the report summary.

- Review and revise testing interfaces to minimize the amount of scrolling needed to interact with test content and navigation controls within an item.
  
  Be mindful that it is not only the size of the item itself which can generate scrolling, but also the length of reading passages and response area for extended response text entry. Having a testing interface which supports ready and accessible navigation between the components of an item is an essential foundation to supporting device comparability.

- Conduct usability research with updated testing interfaces using PC, TB, and TBKB device configurations.
  
  Research should evaluate usability of features, in general, as well as identify issues which might be device specific. Usability testing which includes only one device configuration is likely to overlook device specific issues.

- Re-evaluate and revise drag and drop item interactions with specific focus on touch-screen tablets and touchpads on laptop PCs.
  
  Draggers and/or drop zones should be sufficiently large to accommodate the lesser degree of precision and visual obstruction presented when students use their fingers as a pointer rather than a mouse. When possible, effort should be made to ensure that drop zones and draggers are visible to students without scrolling and are sufficiently removed from the navigation controls to avoid accidental triggering of these controls. Interactions that require a large number of draggers to be repetitively moved should be re-evaluated to determine whether a different type of interaction would be better suited to assessing the content standard.

- Conduct additional research to study the impact of the external keyboard under conditions which incorporate updated testing interfaces and which mitigate technical issues related to keyboard compatibility with tablet devices and control for student experience with external keyboards.
  
  This research might focus on use with older students as their familiarity with text entry and keyboarding skills makes them most likely to receive benefit from the external keyboard. The study design might explicitly consider the length of the student response as a variable to be manipulated by including items that might elicit different response lengths and by providing students with motivation to attempt lengthier responses.

  Develop tutorials and practice tests which incorporate updated testing interfaces and which can be made available to students and schools in advance of testing.

  These tools should include a full range of item types and interfaces students will encounter. Tutorials might be developed with simplistic items to illustrate the basic functionality of the testing interface, but practice tests should include a realistic representation of test content and difficulty so that students will be encouraged to interact with the test content in a realistic manner.
• Recommend to schools that an external mouse be provided for students testing on laptop PCs.

External mice are usually the only pointer device option available for desktop PCs. However, this equipment may be easily overlooked with laptop PCs as these devices usually include a touchpad or other built-in pointer device. The touchpad provided a number of challenges for students in this study especially when they were unfamiliar with its use. Providing students using laptops with an external mouse would give them the option of using either the external mouse or the touchpad as per their preference. External mice are relatively inexpensive and provide a high degree of precision for selecting and manipulating objects within the testing environment.

5.3 Study limitations

As is typical with research studies conducted in school environments, the actual conditions surrounding data collection are not always consistent with what was planned. These differences are important to note to help provide context for interpreting the study results.

Technical issues

A range of technical issues were encountered in most sites during the study which impacted students’ abilities to login to the test, work with the testing device, and interact with and respond to the items. These issues reflected both hardware and software challenges. It was sometimes difficult for observers to determine whether observed issues were related to the use of the device itself or were the result of technical problems. Hence, the test administrators’ ability to rate the frequency and severity of some device related issues accurately may have been influenced by these perceptions.

The user interface

The testing software used in this study employed a set of user interfaces for each domain which did not reflect the final set of user interfaces that ACARA intends to implement operationally. Many of the test administrators’ observations about student device use were as a result of students trying to navigate these interfaces on devices for which they had not been optimised. The frequency of use of pinch-and-zoom for TB and TBKB users, the amount of scrolling required for all devices, and the frequency of rotation of devices from landscape to portrait are all likely to be the result of the specific interfaces made available for the study. It is likely that these behaviours would be observed with much less frequency with a more finalised set of user interfaces.

The Spelling test

The Spelling test was shorter than the other testing domains having just nine items. Therefore, even with some initial set-up time, students still completed this test very quickly. The shorter duration of this test had the effect of limiting the opportunity for test administrators to observe student interactions. Additionally, the spell check and auto correct functions were often turned on and hence the performance data relating to the Spelling domain were compromised. As such, the amount of information available to evaluate any device effect for the Spelling test is more limited than in the other domains.

Device classifications

There were several issues which affected the interpretation of study results relative to device condition. Firstly, there were some devices which did not fit clearly into one of the pre-determined device classifications (PC, TB, or TBKB). These devices tended to be convertible PC/tablets which had a touch-screen interface but could also be used as a laptop with integrated external keyboard. For analysis purposes, these devices were grouped into the TBKB group but differ from actual tablets with external keyboards in both size and physical structure.
Secondly, there were some schools that, on the day of testing, did not have the number of devices expected. Consequently, some students in these classes took the tests on devices other than those planned. This resulted in several ‘hybrid’ classroom observations where test administrators were observing students working on different devices in the same classroom. For example, a classroom of 25 students might have had 10 students working on PC and 15 working on TB. Test administrators differentiated between devices in the hybrid classrooms as much as possible, however this might have impacted their observations.

Lastly, although schools were asked to provide tablets with a minimum 10 inch / 254mm screen size, this was not always the case. In some cases tablets with smaller screen sizes, such as the iPad Mini, were used by students during the study. The small screen on the iPad Mini was considered a limiting factor in terms of visibility and users’ ability to navigate effectively and to enter their responses accurately.

**Space configuration and test security**

Some desk configurations were more conducive to the testing process than others. In some cases students were able to see other students’ screens clearly. At times throughout the study, when students were unable to execute a function on their device, they automatically sought help from their neighbour as might be their normal classroom practice. In these contexts they were able to see other students’ answers. Despite this issue, cheating was not evident. In fact, the opposite seemed to be the case, with students being very concerned about potentially submitting work which was technically or otherwise assisted. In general, students demonstrated a concern about security and wanted the issue above to be rectified in ‘real test’ contexts.

**Student motivation**

In any research context the level of effort provided by participants can influence the results. For the most part, students in the study seemed to take the testing experience relatively seriously. However, on the extended response items in the Reading domain, some Year 7 and 9 students were observed cutting a section from the passage and pasting it in as their extended response. While there is no evidence to suggest that students were more motivated in one device condition than another, evaluation of both quantitative and qualitative results should, nonetheless, take this into consideration.
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## Appendix A

### Definition of item types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item type</th>
<th>Item description / definition within an online context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple choice</td>
<td>An item response type which involves clicking one of the radio buttons associated with the range of options provided. Multiple Choice items generally contain 4 options. Once an option is chosen, its button remains highlighted and any changes result in the last button clicked being highlighted and registered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple select</td>
<td>An item response type which involves clicking more than one of the small boxes at the front of each option. At times, the number of options which needs to be chosen is stated, at other times students need to choose all of the items which are aligned to a certain characteristic. To register a change, a choice must be unclicked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot spot or hot text</td>
<td>An item response type involves clicking on one or more options within a sentence, passage or image in order to provide an answer. The area(s) clicked are generally highlighted to show that the answer has been registered. To register a change, a choice must be unclicked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag and drop</td>
<td>An item response type in which one or more numerals, words, symbols, or graphics are dragged from one area to one or more designated spaces. Drag and drop items can take several forms. The Drag and drop item forms being proposed for the online NAPLAN tests include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Position order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive gap match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive graphic match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• interactive graphic gap match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline choice/drop down</td>
<td>An item response type which involves clicking on an arrow next to a text field to reveal a range of available options within the drop down menu, and then touching or clicking the chosen option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>down menu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short answer response</td>
<td>An item response type which requires a word, numeral or symbol to be typed into a text box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended response</td>
<td>An item response type which requires a sentence or more to be typed into the text box provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>An item response type which involves two or more different item response types in the one item.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B
Examples of item types

Type 1
Multiple select

Josephine has 75 seedlings.
She plans to plant them in groups of 15.

Select all of the number sentences where the empty box shows the number of groups of 15 she could plant.

☐ $75 + 15 = \square$
☐ $75 + \square = 15$
☐ $\square + 75 = 15$
☐ $75 \times \square = 15$
☐ $15 \times \square = 75$
☐ $75 \times 15 = \square$

Type 2
Hot spot

Rianna is painting a picture for her sister.
She is starting with a shape that has a line of symmetry, and painting a pattern inside it.

Click on the shape that Rianna is using.
Type 3a
Drag and drop: Position order

The first two rows show symmetrical patterns.

Drag the correct shape into each box to complete the symmetrical pattern on the third row.

Type 3b
Drag and drop: Interactive order

Arrange the shapes in order from the shape with the least area to the shape with the greatest area.

= 1 square centimetre
**Type 3c**  
Drag and drop: Interactive match

Match the 24-hour time with the time that David does each activity in the 12-hour time system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>06:00</th>
<th>07:00</th>
<th>10:00</th>
<th>18:00</th>
<th>19:00</th>
<th>22:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dinner at 6:00 pm</td>
<td>Bedtime at 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Breakfast at 7:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Type 3d**  
Drag and drop: Interactive gap match

In 2013, the population of Albany was thirty-three thousand, one hundred and thirteen.

![Map of Australia with Albany highlighted](image)

Drag numbers to the boxes to make the number that shows Albany’s population in 2013.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Type 3e
Drag and drop: Interactive graphic match

Harry is writing four numbers in a number pattern.
The pattern is formed by adding 2 each time.
Drag one number into each box to show Harry's pattern.

2  3  5  7  8  9  10

□, □, □, □
Type 3f
Drag and drop: Interactive graphic gap match

Mary is planning a special dinner for her netball team. She asked the team members which main course they would like. The results are shown in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DINNER CHOICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegetarian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use the square to create a column graph from the data.

Type 4
Inline choice/drop down menu

Chloe has 34 sea shells.
She gives 10 shells to James and 8 to Mia.
Complete the number sentence to show how many shells Chloe has left.

\[ \text{\underline{\hspace{2cm}}} - \text{\underline{\hspace{2cm}}} - \text{\underline{\hspace{2cm}}} = \text{\underline{\hspace{2cm}}} \]
Andie bakes 24 biscuits.

Her friends eat 9 biscuits for afternoon tea.
Andie wrote a number sentence to work out how many biscuits she had left.
Drag numbers and symbols into the boxes to create the number sentence Andie wrote.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  9 & 24 & + & - \\
  \hline
  \text{ } & \text{ } & = & \text{ } \end{array}
\]

How many biscuits will Andie have left?
Appendix C
Event frequency observation protocol

Observation Protocol

Instructions: Use this protocol to record your observations of students’ test interactions. For each listed behavior, indicate the frequency with which you observe it across students during the event-frequency recording period. For a given student, you should only record an observed behavior once, even if you observe that student repeating the behavior. At the conclusion of the observation period, tally the total number of occurrences and assign an overall frequency and severity rating for each behavior category based on your observations using the rating scales provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Reference</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Keyboard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students using device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invigilator/Researcher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed Behaviour</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Tally</th>
<th>Researcher’s Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed Behaviour</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed Behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion with ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion related to identifying completed or non-completed items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty finding the “Next” or “Previous” button</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to notice that the next item has advanced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidentally exits testing environment during test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to see question and passage at same time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty using the arrow button to show/hide the passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use hash marks for individual occurrence of observed behaviors, then use that information to determine overall scale rating.

General

Subject-Specific Factors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed Behaviour</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Tally</th>
<th>Researcher’s Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty using the “Show/Hide Resource” button to show/hide the passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty scrolling to read the passage (e.g., scrolling in the wrong direction)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive scrolling from top to bottom to read/respond to the item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not scroll to access text below current screen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlarging or zooming the text in the passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty playing or replaying the audio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume control issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replays audio excessively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Item-Specific Factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewing Question Stem/Answer Choices</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Tally</th>
<th>Researcher’s Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty viewing item stem at the same time as response options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Multiple Choice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed Behaviour</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Tally</th>
<th>Researcher’s Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty with selecting item (cannot engage radio button)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Observed Behaviour**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed Behaviour</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Tally</th>
<th>Researcher’s Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Select</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not select more than one response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drag &amp; Drop</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger obscures dragger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to understand how to change answer (drag out of target)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts to drag the drop keys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty dropping dragger into targeted drop zone (e.g., because inadequate space between drop zones)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty understanding that drop area expands (doesn’t understand dragger will fit into drop zone)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain where to place draggers that must be ordered/sequenced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to position dragger causes student to question accuracy of response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues with dragging “across the fold”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotspot</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty selecting/deselecting items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed Behaviour</td>
<td>Question Number</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Tally</td>
<td>Researcher’s Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tries to drag hotspot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive double-clicking on hotspot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidentally triggers additional functionality (e.g., zoom/magnification)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inline Choice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty selecting item from drop-down list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onscreen keyboard gets in way when selecting from drop-down list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F1/F2 Short or Extended Response</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onscreen keyboard obscures question</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompted by autocomplete/auto-complete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessively slow typing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types using “hunt and peck” method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty typing accurately (i.e., must often correct typing errors)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Device Specific Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Screen Orientation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotates device to change screen orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed Behaviour</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Tally</th>
<th>Researcher’s Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pinch and Zoom</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses pinch and zoom to magnify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has difficulty zooming in/out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finger as Pointer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurious touches from holding the screen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger occludes part of the graphical interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Struggles to accurately position cursor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peripherals (external mouse)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty with precision/control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses scroll-wheel to scroll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty with click-and-drag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty with the mouse cord (e.g., cord tangling, limited range of motion)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Keyboard</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignores external keyboard and uses onscreen keyboard only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty switching between touch screen (finger swiping) and typing on external keyboard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed Behaviour</td>
<td>Question Number</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Tally</td>
<td>Researcher’s Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive typing errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty finding numeric keys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Onscreen Keyboard</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty opening/closing keyboard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard unexpectedly pops-up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard obscures item content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty navigating to different keyboards (e.g., alpha, numeric, symbols)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive typing errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ergonomics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Device Position</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Props tablet up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lays tablet flat on table</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty coordinating external keyboard with tablet position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Strain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appears to experience screen glare or eye strain during testing (e.g., removes glasses, excessive squinting at the screen)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tablet Stand/Case</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues stabilizing tablet with stand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Configuration for Testing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate workspace to spread out physical materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Comments:**

*Please record any noteworthy events, contextual issues, and isolated behaviours which you believe are relevant to the research.*
### Frequency & Severity Rating Scales

**Instructions:** Use the totals from the frequency tallies in the observation protocol to assign a frequency and severity rating for each of the categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Rating</th>
<th>Severity Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No issues with navigation observed</td>
<td>1. <strong>Minor:</strong> Causes some hesitation or slight irritation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Navigation issues observed for only a limited number of students (e.g., around one-quarter)</td>
<td>2. <strong>Moderate:</strong> Causes occasional task failure for some users; causes delays and moderate irritation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Navigation issues observed for a moderate number of students (e.g., around one-half)</td>
<td>3. <strong>Critical:</strong> Leads to task failure. Causes user extreme irritation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Navigation issues observed for most or all students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Perceived ease of use with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… navigation features</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject-Specific Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… accessing/Viewing passages and answering questions related to passages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>… questions that use audio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item-Specific Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing Question Stem/Answer Choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… viewing question and answer choices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>… answering multiple choice questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Select</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>… answering multiple select questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drag &amp; Drop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>… answering drag and drop questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotspot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>… answering hotspot questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Perceived ease of use with:

#### Frequency Rating
1. No issues with navigation observed
2. Navigation issues observed for only a limited number of students (e.g., around one-quarter)
3. Navigation issues observed for a moderate number of students (e.g., around one-half)
4. Navigation issues observed for most or all students

#### Security Rating
1. Minor: Causes some hesitation or slight irritation.
2. Moderate: Causes occasional task failure for some users; causes delays and moderate irritation.
3. Critical: Leads to task failure. Causes user extreme irritation.

### Inline Choice
- answering inline choice questions

### Fill/Short or Extended Response
- answering Fill-in-the-Blank or Short/Extended Response questions

### Device Specific Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Specific Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... screen orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinch and Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... pinch and zoom features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger as Pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... using finger as a pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripherals (mouse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... peripherals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... an external keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onscreen Keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... the onscreen keyboard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ergonomics
- Device Position
  - the position/orientation of device

### Perceived ease of use with:

#### Tablet Stand/Case
- Perceived issues with stands/cases

#### Physical Strain
- Perceived issues with physical strain

#### Configuration for Testing
- Perceived issues with configuration